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ABSTRACT
Language in Las V%as: ESL Training Programs 
in Las Vegas Casino Hotels
by
Craig H. Hermann
Dr. Tom Bean, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Curriculum and Instruction 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
The study was focused on ESL traming fo r employees w ithin the casino hotel 
industry in  Las Vegas, Nevada. The overall purpose o f the study was to explore the 
degree to vvhich ESL training programs were being implemented w ithin and/or in  use by 
the casino hotel industry in  Las Vegas. W hile the a review o f the literature had suggested 
AatESL e fW s were beiog employed by the industry, little  vms known as to overall 
parameters o f the efforts bang undertaken w ith respect to the size, content, and modes o f 
delivery. Therefore, the research questions underlying the study were as fallows:
1. What is the nature and current use o f ESL training programs w ithin casino hotels 
in  Las Vegas?
2. What, i f  any, is the relationship between ESL training programs and hotel size?
The fnd ings o f the study suggest tbatESL tra in ing is being provided fo r most 
industry employees in  the larger casinos w ith the level o f educational s u (^ rt dropping as 
the as the size o f the fa c ility  decreases to a level o f no suRxnt in  the smallest ones.
m
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Las Vegas Review-Joumal columnist John L. Smith, the Las Vegas Convention and 
Visitors Bureau and long tim e gaming industry commentator and University o f Nevada 
faculty member W illiam  N. Thompson a ll agree that Las Vegas has a unique, gaming 
driven service based economy w ith a culture a ll its own. From the one way escalators 
in to -bu t not out of-Caesar's Palace to the canals o f Venice and the bistros o f Paris to the 
sidewalks o f New York and a ll the other attractions w ithin a few miles o f each other in  
Las Vegas, everything underscores the uniqueness o f the C ity as a destination o f unique 
attractions w ith worldwide ^rpeal.
To maintain that aĵ peal and provide the "adult beedom" that the Las Vegas 
Convention and V isitor's Authority boasts o f and provide the "positive entertainment 
erq)erience in  a unique destination" that Steve Wynn promotes in  his public statements 
about what Las Vegas should be doing, it  is necessary to have the facilities not only 
provide entertainment, but also, safety, to each and every employee and guest. This goal 
requires elective cmnmunication not only between and amor% employees, but also, 
between any employee a visito r encounters and the visitor. This goal is easier stated than 
accomplished.
The firs t indication that communication was a problem became evident when the 
National Fire Protection Association issued a report on the MOM Grand Hotel Fire
1
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reviewing the disaster in which 84 people died and 679 were injured as a result o f a fire  a 
the hotel on November 21, 1980. The testimony o f Elizabeth G illihan as cited in that 
report on page IX-3, p. 1 stated that the guests were only notified o f the problem 
when she announced over the public address system: "May I have your attention. Please 
evacuate the casino immediately and carefully, thank you." She testified that she said this 
twice and le ft the bui Iding. No other testimony indicated that any other announcements 
in English or any other language were made. People had to hear, understand, and act on 
the announcement quickly to be safe.
The second indication that communication could be a problem was that the operating 
procedures o f the hotel called for housekeeping personnel to advise security o f any 
unusual incidents they became aware o f and to fo llow  security's instructions on how to 
proceed, i  bis system, s till in  use today at most gaming hotel facilities in  Las Vegas 
according to the Las Vegas Fire Department, clearly relies on the ability o f the employees 
and visitors to communicate effectively w ith  one another. Security traditionally hires 
persormel who speak English reasonably well for a variety o f obvious reasons, however, 
security personnel tend to be concentrated in  the casino area, and, to a lesser degree, the 
stores and restaurants and the parking facilities. Housekeeping and maintenance tend to 
be more in  evidence than security in  the hotel areas o f the facility. Clearly, fo r the 
interactive reporting/direGtion giving process to work, communication beyond the level 
o f simply doing one's job is required.
fh is  brings us to the questions o f how the language competency o f employees is 
determined (assessment) and who is offering what to whom in  terms o f educational 
programs for those whose primary language is not English and who need improvement in
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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their communication skills to properly and safely do their jobs. To put these issues in 
perspective, we w ill review the growth and development o f Las Vegas during decade o f 
1990 through 2000.
During the period January 1,1990 through December 31, 2000, the IÆS Vegas casino 
industry steadily grew. Throughout both an economic slowdown during the beginning o f 
the period and a period o f record breaking economic expansion during the latter part, 
average Las Vegas hotel occupancy rates remained close to 90 percent and the average 
length o f visitor stay increased from three to three and seven tenths days. W hile this was 
a ll good news to the Las Vegas hotel casino industry, it  created an ongoing need for 
additional personnel to ensure that Las Vegas remained the unparalleled entertainment 
destination it  was and wishes to continiK: to be. This dissertation is about an industry 
effort to train employees w ith a poor command o f Hnghsh in  the English language. 
Specifically, it  is about the English language woik&rce education efforts o f the Las 
Vegas casino hotel industry.
Overview o f the Issues
W ithin this section o f Chapter One, an overview w ill be provided regarding issues o f 
concern in  relation to language in  the Las Vegas casino industry. A  review o f these 
issues w ill help to provide a rationale fo r the study while emphasizing the potential 
importance o f research G ndin^ generated by the study.
The firs t item to be discussed is why English as a Second Language programs are 
needed at all in that both the Clark County School D istrict and the Community College o f 
Southern Nevada offer low and, in  some cases, no cost ESL courses on a regular basis
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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along w ith the occasional volunteer efforts in some local churches. The reality, stated 
repeatedly by human resource personnel throughout Las Vegas, is that the gaming 
industry fe lt that the offerings available were too general in nature and that what was 
needed was a "crash course" in English that was specifically focused toward the objective 
o f enabling the employee to work effreiently and effectively in the special casino/hotel 
environment as quickly as possible. I he feeling was that what was available, generally a 
series o f lessons focusing on basic survival skills, was not focused to the special needs o f 
the industry and that the coursework took too long fo r the average worker to complete to 
be useful for the industry. The result was that the industry as a whole decided that it was 
necessary to go beyond simply referring employees to existing resources.
This dissertation outlines the English (ESL) as a Second Langut^e offerings 
sponsored and/or conducted by the Las Vegas Metro area hotcl/casinos as w ell as the 
ESL o f the Culinary Workers Union, which provides educational programs sponsored 
and paid hrr in  large part by the local Riming industry. The dissertation begins w ith the 
presentation o f the result o f a survey that outlines which facilities, as categorized by size, 
sponsor or offer ESL courses or programs It continues w ith a statistical analyses that 
examines the correlation between the size o f the fm ih ty and the probability whether the 
facility  offers and/or sponsors ESL courses. Next is an analysis chapter followed by the 
conclusions and recommendation chapter that includes a series o f comments by various 
affected parties presenting their perspectives on ESL training, its impact, and how it  is 
conducted and wfiat improvements should be considered. The reason fo r proceeding in  
this fashion is that according to both Dr. Wes Roehl, form erly o f UNLV, and the late Dr. 
Stanley Zchm, form ally a member o f my dissertation committee who, at the time o f his
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unümeiy death, was a faculty member o f the Curriculum and instruction Department o f 
reviewing the disaster in  which 84 people died and 679 were injured as a result o f a 6re a 
the College o f Education o f UNLV, it  is firs t necessary to form ally establish the 
statistical relationship; via tests appropriate to the data prior to drawing inferences and 
making conclusions
The firs t step—dehning exactly what a casino hotel is—was made easier by the 6 c t 
that the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority had already categorized them via a 
process in  which they reviewed the facihlies and in  conjunction w ith the facilities 
themselves, categorized them. The basic operating definition is that a hotel-casino is a 
facihty which not only has rooms available fo r guests, it  also has table games available 
fo r their use and wishes to view itse lf as a gaming destination w ith accommodations for 
overnight stays. This is in  contrast w ith motels which also provide rooms and some slot 
machines but which do not have the expectation that guests w ill come to it  as an 
enteitaimnent destination per se.
The second step—obtaining the assistance o f the facilities and/or their operating 
corporations such as the MGM Grand—would have been impossible w ithout the repeated 
assistance o f the Las Vegas Convention and V isitors Authority. The result is an 
enumeration in  which a ll the facilities were accounted for. Only the assurance o f 
anonymity and the assistance o f that fine organization made fu ll participation possible.
The primary reason fo r conducting this research is that as the industry grew by leaps 
and bounds over the decade under observation, a number o f ESL training programs 
conducted by the various casino hotels were developed and implemented in  order to 
assist the increasing number o f employees who spoke E î ^ish as a second or th ird
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language by helping them communicate on the job. Also, during that period, the 
Culinary Workers Union implemented an on-(^ing ESL program as an integral part o f its 
education program fo r its membership. A t no point, however, has a comprehensive 
survey been performed to determine the overall parameters o f the efforts being 
undertaken w ith respect to the size, content, and modes o f delivery (Sanders and Knight 
2000).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW 
In  the context o f an increasingly globalized economy, characterized by m ultinational 
corporations which employ large numbers o f immigrant workers, the issue o f adult 
literacy in  the United States has expanded to encompass both workplace literacy and 
English as a Second Language adult education (Askov, 2000; Hays, 1999; Thistlewaite, 
2000). "A  sense o f urgency and crisis caused by a poorly-skilled workforce" (CasUeton, 
2002, p. 556) has farced previously altruistic discussions o f adult literacy to become 
pragmatic and focus almost exclusively on Ainctional literacy in  the workforce. The 
relationships between basic skills and income, as w ell as between level o f education and 
employment status, have been w ell documented (Kohler &  Sapp, 2000). 'Wage earners 
w ith deficiencies in  basic educational skills have less earning power, thus propelling 
them into poverty faster" (Kohhler &  Sapp, 2000, p. 40). 1 he American Association A ir 
Career Education debnes literacy in  today's workplace as "an individual's ab ility to read, 
w rite, and speak in  English, (and) compute and solve basic math problems" (Hays, 1999,
p. 2).
The deGnihon, or the emphasis on the means o f obtaining literacy, however, has 
changed in recent years. Formerly, the literacy problem most encountered in the literature 
was the ilhteracy o f nahve speakers, and their subsequent functional illiteracy in  
everyday life . In  the 1980s the Educational Testing Service developed a measuremoit
7
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technique to study national functional literacy. Drawing upon "a growing body o f 
research which suggests that literacy can best be conceptualized as a continuum o f a 
broad range o f critical sk ills ," including the ab ility to read, perform correct calculations, 
and integrate information obtained from reading and calculations fo r application to real 
life  situations, ETS studied American workers throughout the country (Kohler &  Sapp, 
2000, p. 40). It was found that as much as "20% o f the American workforce may be 
functionally illite ra te " (Hays, 1999, p. 1). This is why American work life  is fille d  w ith 
"secretaries who can't w rite letters free o f grammatical errors, workers who can't read 
instructions that govern the operation o f new machinery, and bookkeepers who can't 
mampuiate the fractioQs necessary to compute simple business transactions" (Hays, p. 1) 
This lack o f basic skills, states tlK  National Institute for Literacy, annually costs 
American business $60 b illio n  in  lost productivity (Hays, 1999). Not only do unread 
instructions lead to accidents and equipanent damage, but also many companies cannot 
upgrade to more advanced technology due to the functional illiteracy o f their workAirce 
(Hays, 1999), In addition, the loss o f human capital embodied by "poor adult basic skills" 
(Kohler &  Sapp, 2000, p. 39) costs the US some $200 bilhon annually fo r lost taxes, as 
w ell as social welfare programs and crime.
The concern over workplace or functional illiteracy has been heightened in  recent 
years by the growing complexity o f work and the workplace, due to the emergence o f the 
information age (Askov, 2000; D uff, 2000; Tyler, 1999). One study found that, today, "as 
much as 35% o f America's labor Airce (20-27 m illion  adults) lacks the basic reading, 
w riting and math skills necessary to perform " their job (Thistlervaite, 2000, p. 1 ). This 
situation is exacerbated by the continued transformation o f the nature o f work, by the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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increased m obdî  o f the labor force, by the instability o f corporate and manufacturing 
work, and by the changing population o f the labor force (D uff, 2000). More and more, 
the low-paying, lowest-skilled jobs in  the American economy, often the jobs that keep a 
corporation progressing, are being fille d  by immigrants. The replacement o f a native 
workforce w ith an immigrant workforce is a fact o f the globalizing international 
economy, and many U.S. companies who continue to employ low-wage, low -skill 
employees w ithin U.S. borders, including the casinos o f the Las Vegas strip, are aptly 
characterized by predominance o f immigration labor (Jones &  Chandler, 2002). For more 
and more Anns, "the immigrant population is the engine that drives the business" (Tyler, 
1999, p. 112). Perplexing, however, is the fact that the globalization o f the world
economy has also "placed the skills o f current and future workers under scrutiny"
(Castlcton, 2002, p. 566). it  is believed and feared that "the work force w ill be inadequate 
to sustain international economic com petition" (M artin, 1998, p. 1). Anecdotal evidence 
mounts as "manufacturers report that job appUeants have inadequate oral and 
communication sk ills" (Hays, 1999, p. 2). The rhetoric o f alarm in America, a "nation at 
risk" (Castleton, 2000) comes near to making the workers themselves "responsible A ir the 
nation's poor economic performance both at home and in  the international marketplace" 
(Castleton, 2000, p. 93). Even when a recent survey indicated that, knowing the damage 
that illiteracy in  the workplace causes (heû business, less than 2 .2% o f companies have 
instituted any programs to alleviate the problem (Tyler, 1999).
1 he combination o f the need A ir a more inAirmation-age, language-oriented, 
technology-using workforce, in  order to compete in  the global market, and the hiring o f 
great numbers o f immigrants for low-wage positions in  American liA ;, has brought
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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English as Second Language training to the foreAont o f study (Castleton, 2000; Duff. 
2000; Park, 1999; Hays, 1999). The litcm turc o f English as Second Language has itse lf 
shifted Aom its historical focus on Ore academic setting, and on adult education 
instruction focused solely on grammar, to the offering o f English as Second language 
courses in the workplace, in the context o f "workplace literacy" (D uff. 2000, p. 2). As a 
result o f this shiA its e lf "the English as Second Language Geld is currently experiencing 
a time o f proAiund experimentation and debate... not simply over the best methods to 
achieve common goals but rather what those goals might and should be" (Morgan, 2002, 
p. 141 ). Numerous studies, moreover, have nudged English as Second Language study 
into the arena o f workplace literacy, insofar as it  has been shown that "proAciency in  
English may exeA much influence on how successAdly they fare in  leading new lives in  
the U.S." (Park, 1999, p. 1). Moreover, English proAcicncy has been shown to be a 
positive factor o f greater earnings in  the U.S. labor market (Park, 1999). W hile employers 
must now embrace the muhiculturalism  o f then workforce and support and tra in their 
new workforces, so too employees are motivated to improve their English-speaking skills 
as a better way to negoAate then work life  (Tyler, 1999). Overall, "employers and 
employees need to understand important issues surrounding the use o f language at work 
in  order to provide suitable inteicultural language training and support fo r employees" 
(Dun; 2000, p. 2).
W hile overall employer support o f English as Second Language programs is lagging, 
researchers have discovered several initiahves in  the Aeld. I he National Workplace 
Literacy Program funded by the U.S. Department o f Education "paovides educational 
providers and businesses w ith the opportunity to develop workplace literacy programs
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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that could serve as models fo r others" (Askov, 2000, p. 10). Such inihatives encouraged 
cducauonal providers to oAbr "literacy instruction in the context o f work w ith the goal o f 
moving their clients quickly into the workforce" (Askov, p. 101). As a recent addition to 
the Geld o f literacy, the concept o f "workplace literacy," incorporahng English as a 
Second Language where needed, has "achieved a level o f commonsense acceptability" 
(Castleton, 2000, p. 91). For others, the concept has had perhaps too much acceptance, as 
its rhetoric and skills-fbcus have "largely gone unchallenged" (Castleton, p. 91 ). More 
grounded in the discourse o f functional literacy, than related to the former discourse o f 
literacy in school, workplace literacy has tended to use "reductive metaphors" (Castleton, 
p. 91), in, fo r example, lim iting  literacy and English as Second Language instruction to 
immediate work-related tasks. The idea that poor literacy skills mean poor workforce, an 
idea that "predominates in  Australia, the United States and B rita in" (Hays, 1999, p. 3) has 
begun to be contested by researchers and educators. Because workplace literacy "is a 
recent and s till emerging site o f educational activity" various schools o f th o u ^ t have 
been able to develop as a result o f such quesAons (Castleton, 2002, p. 556).
The acceptance o f the idea that employers should support and in  some cases offer 
English as Second Language courses to enhance the workplace literacy o f then 
immigrant workforces lias apparenAy reached a theoieAcal consensus, which lias not, 
however, been realized pragmatically. In a recent survey o f 300 executives o f U.S. 
Companies, 71 % agreed that written communication was basic to the changing needs o f 
the workplace, and yet "only 29% oSered any kind o f training" fo r their workforces 
(Hays, 1999, p. 3). Likewise, 47% o f execuAves now beüeve that improved math skills 
w ill be necessary in  a wide range o f jobs in  the new infbrmaAon economy, and yet only
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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5% "proAered any kind o f math skills training" (Hays, p. 3). Moreover, "many manî ers 
s till ignore the importance o f workplace training in improving compctiAvcness" (Hays, p. 
2). That is, while a corporation w ill spend money on retraining its managers, supervisors 
and salespeople, it  "ignores those at the lower level o f the workforce" (Hays, p. 3). 
According to a survey by the Bureau o f Labor Statistics, only 2.2% o f U.S. employers 
provided basic skills training on the job  (Hays, 1999, p. 2). In a world where workers 
must now "conAnually upgrade their knowledge and sk ill to qualify as promotable" 
(Hays, p. 2), the gap between talk and action by management w ill cause the workplace 
literacy issue to only get worse (Hays, 1999). As federal and state governments pour 
m illions o f dollars each year into adult educaAon programs, presumably to treat the issue, 
"the problem persists" (Hays, 1999, p. 3).
In spite o f these Agures, studies o f literacy programs sponsored by employers are 
"fa irly  conclusive" (Boyle, 1999, p. 258). First, those individuals that receive literacy 
traming do see improvements in  then monetary compensaAon on the job. Second, 
companies that train workers in  literacy "have been found to be more proAtable and 
successful than those who do not" (Boyle, p. 258). Nonetheless, while such studies exist, 
how these successes were obtained "is  not w ell understood" (Boyle, p. 258). Indeed, how 
best to implement a Ateracy course in  the workplace context remains an issue. In  general, 
"there are never any easy answers in  solving worklbrce problems," and in  the case o f 
such a sensiAve issue as adult illiteracy or the need for English as Second language, 
answers are more difAcult (Hays, 1999). "Tim e and resources need to be committed to 
solid traiinng programs" (Hays, p. 3), but how best to construct those training programs 
remains an issue.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The overall direction o f the literature in the study o f workplace English as Second 
Language programs is toward a greater appreciation o f the complexity o f the problem 
(Boyle, 1999; M artin, 1998; Tyler, 1999). The sim plistic skills-based, competency-based, 
employer-mandated and lim ited English as Second l.anguage literacy course is slowly 
being replaced by broader, more creative and more theoretically and educationally sound 
programs (Hays, 1999; Lazar, 1998; Reder, 2002). Moreover, the particular needs and 
issues o f the served employees communihes, in the context o f growing awareness o f the 
mulAcultural character o f the new global economy, is being studied, to ta ilo r programs 
and bring better results. Also, the particular characteristics o f the industry oAering the 
ESL courses fo r its workforce needs to be considered, to judge whether or not the 
selected f̂ ogram is appropriate given the work and the workforce proSles o f the industry 
(Moore, 1999). T he htciature reveals an industry-specific tailoring to o fk iings o f ESL 
programs naAonwide, and a directedness o f programming to speciAc immigrant 
populaAons. ESL classes offered at universiAes during after hours, and even in  
community-based contexts, appear to be in the process o f being replaced by more 
convenient, supported and creaAve on-site classes. ESL instructors are listening to their 
student's needs, and Ending that the "basic skills" or "survival literacy" level at which 
most courses up to now have been offered, is not appropriate to then complex needs.
Finally, the profile o f the industry is cntical to whether or not, and how ESL courses 
are offered. The new corporate Las Vegas casinos, emerging on the Stnp in Las Vegas 
since 1990, have been characterized as imminendy structured fo r success in  the 
globalized economy (Waddoups, 2002). Based on image and public lelaAons, bu ilt on 
customer saAsfacAon, needing workers who can interact w ith the pubhe, as well as others
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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who must do the d irty work o f keeping a hotel clean. Las Vegas's casinos employ a large 
number o f immigrant employees, many o f whom (due to Las Vegas's peculiar labor 
history) are unionized. Because o f the structure and image o f the industry, the casinos 
would seem to need to offer their employees, more than other industries, convenient 
English as Second Language training, in order to continually replenish the saAsfaction o f 
their customer base (Waddoups, 2002).
Modes o f delivery o f "English as Second Language" instrucAon in the workplace 
Offenng English as Second Language courses at work, and its contextualizaAon in 
workplace literacy iniAaAves, is a fa irly  new idea. The "new Aeld" o f workplace literacy 
only emerged in  the 1980s when, in  1987, the "federal government began a workplace 
Ateracy iniAaAve that provided financial support, demonstrated effecAve models and 
required coUaboraAon among interested stakeholders" (Boyle, 1999, p. 255). In 1991, the 
NaAonal Literacy Act included the creaAon o f the NaAonal InsAtute fo r Literacy, which 
Ws "continued to champion workplace Ateracy" (Boyle, p. 255). Nonetheless, many 
researchers sAll term workplace Ateracy "an im perkct solution to the problem o f 
providing basic skiAs fo r workers," (Boyle, p. 259), and continue to scrutinize the 
contradicAons they see in  such programs. Pro&ssional Ateracy educators especially are 
"ambivalent about employer sponsorship o f Ateracy educaAon" (Boyle, p. 253). As 
educators, they do not beAeve that educaAon should ever be undertaken '̂ ust for work" 
(Boyle, p. 253). Moreover, placing English as Second Language, a subject that is more 
tradiAonaUy placed in  adult education, in  the workplace goes against the learner-centered 
approach to teaching and learning which is at the heart o f the adult educaAon movement 
(Boyle, 1999). Nonetheless, many such educators pragmaAcaAy acknowledge that the
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problem o f growing illiteracy, in general, and that immigrant workers are not learning 
English, necessitates serious action. They concede that the private employer-based 
funding and the convenient location o f adult literacy programs on worksites do offer 
advantages. Some now argue that the work setting "is  the ideal place to offer literacy to 
adults who have heretofore been ignored by or unable to access the existing school-based 
educadonal system" (Boyle, p. 253). Others are "certain that business domination w ill 
circumvent true educaAon (liberatory or criAcal) and result in only education for work, 
educaAon for the beneGt o f the organizaAon rather than the workers" (Boyle, p. 253).
The debate between these two camps— t̂bose who uncriAcally favor the convenience 
and bottom-line results o f workplace Ateracy educaAon, and those who argue that such 
educaAon is hardly educaAon at a il—continues (Boyle, 1999; CasAeton, 2002; Katz,
2000; Moore, 1999; ly lc r, 1999). Moreover, educators are gradually breaking down the 
polarity o f the debate by entering into the workplace Atoacy environment and changing 
ESL educaAon through the appAcaAon o f educaAonal theory (Nolan, 2001 ; ThisAcwaite, 
2000). A t present, the two primary modes o f delivery o f ESL in a workplace Ateracy 
context is skiUs-based learning, and transformative learning (Hays, 1999; K ing, 2000).
Cross-cutting the debate over how best to provide ESL training to immigrants 
workers is the reaAzaAon that a ll workers' funcAonal Ateracy must be continuaUy 
upgraded in order to cope w ith change in  the informational economy. Thus, ESL is Anked 
not only to workplace literacy, but to broader concerns over workforce educaAon (MarAn,
1998). Ihe Ateracy requirements o f jobs, a ll jobs, argue some, w ill conAnue to grow. 
Whereas the average overaU skills possessed by workers today required 14.9 years o f 
educaAon, it  is bcAeved that soon tlK  skills level required by many oeeupaAons w ill equal
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an average o f 16.7 years o f education (M artin, 1998). As native-born workers retool their 
knowledge, and arc pulled higher up into organizations, lower posiAons are Ailed by 
immigrants. As one climbs the ladder o f sk ill, managers have found not only outright or 
exp licit skills deAcits, but also gaps between employee perception regarding their basic 
skills, and what they are actually able to do. For example, "the vast m ryon^ o f industrial 
workers who hold high school diplomas do not perceive themselves as having pnnt 
communicaAon difAculAes" (M adin, 1998, p. 3), even though their current skills level is 
losing ground to the latest technologies coming in the Aictory doors. As the gaps between 
actual and opAmal skills widens, training is needed. One study o f a paper m ill showed, 
for example, that while the workforce was competent fo r its current work, there was a 
"need for a signiAcant segment o f the work force to have remediaAon o f reading skills" 
(MarAn, p. 6). fn another instance, again, while current sk ill level was fine, work that 
"required reading level o f (new) occupaAonal matenals was too difAcult fo r at least one 
th ird o f the employees" (M artin, p. 7)(in this case, the matenal was rewntten at a more 
understandable level). Overall, because o f the nature o f the restructuring o f work in the 
infbrmaAonal and computer technology direcAon, literacy w ill play more and more o f a 
v ita l role. W ntten infbrmaAon is going to pervade the design, performance and 
monitoring o f work (Reder, 2002). Thus, the implementaAon o f literacy programs w ill 
beneAt bolh employees and management by allow ing workers to "function more 
competently on their jobs" (MarAn, 1998, p. 8) and also, and, more importantly in the 
new economy, funcAon more independenAy as decision-makers and cnAcai thinkers on 
the job.
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A t present, training is not sufAcient to close the widening gap between actual 
employee skills and the optimal skills needed to do new, infbrmaAon-inAiscd jobs well. 
The explosive growth o f the information and the service industries, has both pulled some 
workers up to higher literacy levels, and le ft others behind. It is esAmated that the new 
economy w ill need many more service jobs, and that even the most menial o f these jobs 
w ill sAII require a level o f literacy that involves communicaAon and operation o f some 
form o f labor-saving information technology. However, "among the adults who would 
normally A ll entry level positions, there are 20 to 30 m illion people w ith very lim ited 
skills" (MarAn, 1998, p. 2). The specter o f the yawning skills gap has at last moAvated 
employers to become involved in  more employee training and educaAon.
Currently, the ESL adult educaAon landscape combines more AadiAonal means o f 
delivery, as w ell as on-site employer-run means o f delivery. W hile many universiAes, 
community colleges, private baining Arms and community agencies contiaue to provide 
ESL insAucAon, "some at their own sites, some at employers' sites" (Tyler, 1999, p.
113), it  is becoming clear to many researchers that such genenc, abstract ESL courses, 
often in  the context o f adult educaAon, "do not meet workplace goals" (Tyler, p. 115). 
These courses are not custom-designed to be taught on a work site, w ith speciAc 
worksite-related goals in  mind. W orksite courses, overseen by management, are beheved 
by many to be more convenient to workers, and thus reduce the b&rnei created by lime 
and space between the worker and getAng to class. It is also believed by proponents o f 
worksite offerings that these ESL programs, by ment o f their on-site locaAon, build 
camaradene among employees (Tyler, 1999).
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An example o f an e lective public program is the Phoenix Literacy Program offered 
by the city o f Phoenix, Arizona, starting in 1998, when it  saw that many city employees 
"lacked the basic skills to be considered promotable" (Hays, 1999, p. 1 ). A typical 
success story from the program, which has served more than 1000 city employees from 
seven different departments in the last five years, is a student who received his General 
Equivalency Diploma as a result o f six hours o f literacy classes per week, that helped him 
improve his reading, w riting and math skills to a high school graduation level (Hays,
1999). In many o f the public sector literacy programs, the motivation behind the program 
is a form o f public assistance by which newly-arrived immigrants to a locale are given 
ESL training in  order to improve their chances o f rising above low  skilled entry level 
positions and the poverty that goes w ith such jobs (Boyle, 1999). In 1994 and 1995, 
several employment agencies in  Massachusetts tried to assist potential job applicants by 
o fkring  literacy courses on site at 10 manufacturmg fmns, 10 service organizations and 
10 health care centers (Boyle, 1999). In  another context, Ihe School o f Education and the 
Goodwill Literacy In itia tive formed a collaborative to "administer the Adult Learning 
Employment Related Tasks screening test, developed at the University o f Pittsburgh, in  
order to determine how many current employees in  a target company were "e lig ib le and 
interested in  working" in  more informational positions (to the dismay o f management, 
only 50% o f tested employees met the ALERT cuto ff criteria) (Lazar, 1998, p. 2). The 
particular sk ill focused upon was document literacy, that is, the ab ility o f employees to 
f ill out, use, and tra@c documents, as a function o f improved productivity (Lazar, 1998).
Work-sited ESL programs are garnering more attention in  the literature. As the gap 
between skills and workplace demands grows, "workplace literacy programs have
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appeared in all sorts o f work environments" ( Lazar, 1998, p. 1). It is in the workplace that 
ESL receives the most attention, because o f the changing nature o f the woikfbrce How 
do you know i f  your employees need ESL training? One researcher asks, " if  your 
company has a significant percentage o f non-native English speaking workers" (Tyler,
1999, p. 113), it probably does. One manager explained that language was the sole reason 
why his company initiated a workplace literacy program: management had started to 
become "very frustrated, there was s till too much verbal instruction that had to be done, 
there was a serious lack o f education in the workforce, they couldnT read the documents, 
and everything had to be translated" (Katz, 2000, p. 145). Moreover, the "employee 
manual was in  two languages, every memo had to put in  two languages, we were 
becoming prisoners o f our workforce and it  wasn't an efGcient way to do business"
(Katz, p. 145). Another company, in  the mid-1990s, "grew interested in  starting 
workplace literacy classes because they were convinced that the company was losing 
money as a result o f employees perceived lack or English and low  literacy skills" (Katz, 
p. 148). The solution was to hire a small workplace communication firm  to come in and 
set up a program "designed to help production line workers (90% o f whom were 
Mexican) become more proEcient in  English fo r the workplace" (Katz, p. 148). 
Tommaso's Fresh Pasta, in  Texas, began a training program in  1995 Car its employees, 
and 85% o f those employees, also mostly Mexican, participated in  the program. The 
program not only helped at work, rediKing rework, increasing productivity, enhancing 
employee relations and "elevating employee loyalty" ( 1 yler, 1999, p. 112), but several 
employees were able to go further and both pass their General Equivalency Diploma tests 
and pass the U.S. citizenship test as w ell (Tyler, 1999). Another restaurant industry
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manager chose a program implemented by a local veteran ESL instructor teaching at a 
community college, brought on-sitc by cable television during the non-rush hours 
between lunch and dinner (Berta, 1999). Locating the lesson on-site was critica l fo r the 
success o f the program, as it communicated a respect fo r the workers' tim e, and because 
time a significant barrier to attendance to previously offered courses (Berta, 2001 ).
I he realization that an employer need not hire an English speaker, but could train them 
after hiring, came as a revelation and solution to one manager whose company was 
located where it was "d iffic u lt to find qualified manufacturing people" (Tyler, 1999, p.
113). "T don't have to hire somebody who speaks English, it doesn't need to be a driving 
criterion" ( l  yler, 1999, p. 113), remarked the manager, who thus broadened his hiring 
pool.
A  workplace literacy program implcmcmcd at a hospital w ith help from a literacy 
organization and a univmsity indicated "significant changes in  a il basic skills areas and 
improvement in  job per&imance, attitude and self-esteem" (Lazar, 1998, p. 1). Other 
ESL classrooms were created on site at a circuit board assembly plant, a newspaper 
production line, a plastics injecting molding factory, a health care facility  and a luggage 
manufacturing company (Moore, 1999). In  a ll these sites, the classes were ta u ^ t w ithin 
"work cultures where management emphasized the current trend in  business and industry 
toward greater worker autonomy and productivity" (Moore, 1999, p. 144).
As literacy training is progressively sited in workplaces, some implementation 
mistakes or mismatches are made. One case study examined a company which sought to 
retool itse lf fo r survival in  the market o f new capitalism "in  which workers were expected 
to become active participants in  the quality structure o f the organization" (Moore, 1999,
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p. 142). The expectations o f management were nonetheless quite skills-based: 
'Tnanagcmcnt expected newly acquired English linguistic proEcicncy to he directly 
linked to worker productivity and for the ESL curriculum to be directly linked to worker 
productivity" (Moore, p. 145). For management, literacy meant learning "only workplace 
spécifie communication skills, such as reading written directions, follow ing safety rules 
and fillin g  out workplace documents" (Moore, p. 145). However, this narrow approach to 
ESL literacy revealed several weaknesses. First, it assumed that "a ll ESL students had the 
same background, goals, skills, learning experiences, and expectations" (Moore, p. 145). 
Second, workers who were not proficient, far from f)eing energized by the team approach 
to management, found the experimental, interactive team model to be "oppressive, 
because it singled out nonnative speakers and often confined them to the lower ranks o f 
the team" (Moore, p. 144). 1 bird, the myriad verbal and written tasks expected o f 
employees in  an ideal new model were beyond the capability o f ESL students (Moore, 
1999).
The most extreme form o f literacy reform model combining an emphasis on skills- 
based literacy w ith a realization o f the need fo r more advanced literacy skills are those in  
which employees are compensated directly, sk ill by sk ill, for mastery o f new skills 
(Reder, 2002). D irect financial incentive is believed by some managers to be the solution 
to improved literacy skills on the job. "S k ill based pay or pay for knowledge 
compensation systems link worker pay to the specific work-based skills and knowledge 
that they can demonstrate" (Reder, 2002, p. 1). In one case study, employees participated 
in  a combination o f formal training, offered both at the worksite and at local colleges, and 
inform al on-thc-job training (Rcdcr, 2002). fhc study showed "clear evidence that direct
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monetary incentives stimulate participation in formal training and the development o f a 
wide variety o f skills in the workforce" and sk ill development was observed, "across a 
wide variety o f functional areas and levels o f com plexity" (Reder, 2002, p. 10). But some 
researchers question this manner o f emphasis on, and narrow definition o f literacy w ithin, 
targeted skills.
Several researchers nonetheless, in spite o f immediate favorable results o f 
implementation o f such programs, question the lim ited nature o f ESL programs as framed 
by workplace literacy initiatives (Moore, 1999). Such an orientation, as stated, was 
initiated in the early 1990s as the federal government supported, through business and 
education partnerships, projects that researched the role o f literacy in  work-based 
educational settings (Moore, 1999). These programs routinely focused on basic 
workplace literacy skills, and reading and w riting in  a second language was included as 
but one more sk ill the improvement o f which "was expected to result in  greater worker 
productivity" (Moore, 1999, p. 142).
As a result o f these types o f programs, employer-sponsored literacy is now "viewed 
as an essential investment in  human capital" (Boyle, 1999, p. 253). Moreover, employer- 
based programs solve a number o f problems w ith the earher form  o f public sector 
programs. For one thing, employer sponsorship solves the problem o f chronic under- 
funding which plagued most public sector programs (Boyle, 1999). Also, sponsorship 
during work hours relieves workers o f finding tim e after work to continue their 
education Lastly "workplace literacy serves a ;neventive purpose by assuring that 
incumbent workers do not lose their jobs because o f lack o f sk ills " (Boyle, p. 253). 
Employers jus tify  their expenditures on literacy education "by saying that they need
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better educated workers to compete effectively in  the postindustrial economy" (Boyle, p. 
252). As such, economic rationale "dominates their justificatory rhetoric" (Boyle, 1999), 
even as a number o f companies s till have "not fu lly  embraced the idea that they should be 
responsible fo r such education" (Boyle, p. 255). Finally, supporting the increased 
implementation o f these programs is backing from labor unions. Labor has always been a 
proponent o f immigrant education programs, has occasionally ba r^ned fo r educational 
benefits, and in some cases has even instituted literacy programs (Boyle, 1999).
But researchers have pointed out lim itations to the employer-sponsored ESL 
workplace literacy programs. Many programs, one study shows, have become 
"increasingly concerned w ith retooling workers, w ith transforming employees whose 
skills and knowledge, including language and demeanor, are perceived as being in  need 
o f repair" (Katz, 2000, p. 146). Other companies have gone beyond simply teaching 
literacy to improve skills and "have actively attempted to shape how employees talk and 
interact w ith one another and w ith managers and customers" (Katz, p. 146). Several 
employers also continue to "lim it what can be learned in the workplace" (Boyle, 1999, p. 
256). They do so by constrained support for attendance, lim iting  enrollments, creating 
tim e boundaries, and ultim ately deciding how much education is enough (Boyle, 1999). 
More and more, policies inside what one educator has called the "shadow education 
system" do not reflect educational goals but reflect organizational goals, "to  the detriment 
o f all learners, particularly to the immigrants who are dependent on this system" (Boyle, 
1999, p. 256).
Thus, researchers increasingly question the "skills  dehcit" approach to workforce 
preparedness, in  particular, such deScit-oriented views include an "overly sim plistic.
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skills-based definition o f language and literacy" (Katz, 2000, p. 145). This perspective 
also entails stereotyped views o f workers "who arc portrayed as under educated, and as 
lacking appropriate linguistic tools and other basic workplace knowledge" (Katz, p. 145). 
Moreover, many such programs, especially i f  community-based programs funded by 
governments, encourage political passivity through rote memorization o f facts and 
"sim ulation o f the question-and-answer format used at citizenship hearings" (Morgan, 
2002, p. 152). More theoretically advanced educators reject the description o f skills, 
including language and literacy, "as discrete and isolated, and as disconnected from 
social, institutional, and historical forces and contents" (Katz, p. 146). This orientation 
has resulted in  language exercises in  such p^ograms being convendonaiized, "context 
free, and usable in  any relevant context" (Katz, p. 147). The lack o f any critica l analysis 
o f what constitutes basic skills in  contemporary workplaces is also bothersome to 
researchers (Castleton, 2(X)2). Finally, argues Katz (2000), 'Treating language narrowly as 
a sk ill or tool is wrongheaded... not only does it  rely on impoverished notions o f sk ill as 
discrete, countable and autonomous, it also fa ils to account for the complexity o f 
language and the way it  can serve to reproduce ideology" (Katz, 2000).
hr response to this criticism , however, the literature reveals internal reform and 
evolution in  the delivery means o f ESL workplace literacy programs Numerous 
challenges to the under-theorized pedagogy o f workplace literacy, focusing on training, 
have begun to emerge (Castleton, 2002). These educators, while accepting workplace 
literacy, argue that the typical way in  which workplEice literacy is taught in  fact represents 
outdakd ideas o f pedagogy (Castleton, 2002). In  most current worftsite classrooms, 
teachers "assume traditional directive roles in  front o f workers... (who) take up the
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conforming roles o f school-based students" (Castleton, 2002, p. 561). Likewise, most 
workplace literacy training "promotes passive acceptance o f knowledge by workers, 
which is conducive to producing compliant workers in traditional workplaces and 
maintaining the status quo" (Gallo, 2001, p. 110). The use o f grammar skills-based or 
competency-based approaches to instruction also underlies the irrelevance o f such 
training to  workers' experience on the job  (Gallo, 2001). As a result, "more meaningful 
formulations o f literacy than those offered in the functional literacy discourse need to be 
!q)plied to the context o f work to fu lly  appreciate the role literacy plays both fo r workers 
and for work" (Castleton, 2000, p. 100).
In addition to criticizing worksite literacy or ESL programs, researchers also lament 
that community adult English as Second Language programs in  the U.S. "rarely operate 
under clear, w ell defined theories o f language learning" (Nolan, 2001, p. 3). l  hat most 
programs use curriculas purchased &om commercial vendors seem inadequate and under- 
theorized (Nolan, 2001). In  one study, as a result, research hrund that four community- 
based ESL programs in one locale, serving different workers in different work contexts, 
were "virtua lly indistinguishable from each other in  terms o f a theoretical viewpoint" 
(Nolan, 2001, p. 3). Because many more ESL programs are sponsored by governments, 
and much supporting research is developed from the same funding, most o f the "present 
research could correctly be categorized as entrepreneurial and com petitive" (Nolan, p. 3).
One approach to altering the functional or skills-based approach to workplace literacy 
and ESL instruction is to infuse preexisting theories o f adult education into the worksite 
ESL context (Thistlewaite, 2000). Workplace literacy and adult literacy programs are 
being fused in  four areas. Either an adult education educator could provide a workforce
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orientation in  traditional academic teaching, or one or more courses w ith a general 
workforce orientation could be created. These courses could be based on "an 
understanding o f what employers want in terms o f general basic skills" (Thistlewaite, 
2000, p. 3). Or, an adult literacy course could be "tied to a specific type o f employment 
opportunity" (Thistlewaite, p. 3) w ith a firm  understanding o f "what employers in 
specific occupational areas expect in terms o f employee skills" ( I histlewiate, p. 3). 
Finally, the adult literacy course could be tied to a specific employer, "whether the course 
itse lf is taught at the workplace or at the adult literacy center" (Thistlewaite, p. 1). In a ll 
eases o f in f usion o f adult education practice and workplace literacy practice, the 
framework o f the former would loosen the lim itations o f the latter A ll such infusions, 
invested w ith an awareness o f the blurring o f the boundaries between workplace and 
workforce focus, would be more "sensitive to  the needs and concerns o f workers as w ell 
as considering the needs and concerns o f the workplace" (Thistlewaite, p. 2).
The adult education perspective on workplace literary would contest the hypothesis 
that since teaching happens at work it cannot be transferred outside the workplace, and is, 
therefore, training, not education, and justifiab ly lim ited. W ithin adult education theory, a 
debate continues over which is the best venue fo r adult learners. Some theorists argue 
that adults learn best in  applied contexts, and a technique called functional context 
method has been developed (originally for use in  the m ilitary) in  which basic reading and 
w riting skills are taught "in  actual contexts that (students) encounter on the jo b " (Boyle, 
1999, p. 256). This technique would seem to be a perfect At w ith workplace literacy 
training and its skills-based orientation. But the debate arises over the fact that many 
believe that "such a focus on the workplace contr * lay result in  skills that are less
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transferable" (Boyle, p. 256). In fact, a study found that the functional context approach 
is not w idely used because learners were not enthusiastic about its use. One firm  in a 
sample discontinued the technique after a year "because there were so many complaints 
from learners and teachers" (Boyle, p. 256).
By contrast, the adult education fie ld  is supported by a literature describing 
principles, guidelines for practice, as well as some o f the difficu lties that adult ESL 
learners have in classrooms (King, 2000). Studies o f how adult learning theory is being 
applied to practice have recently elicited more insight as to its d ifficu lties, w ith 
motivating student work ethic cited as a significant problem (King, 2000). More 
important is the overall emphasis o f adult learning theory on the special characteristic o f 
the adult learner. Unlike school children, adults come to class w ith "complex individual 
histories, cultures, responsibilities, needs and goals" (Buattaro, 2001, p. 48). SpeeiBeally 
w ith regard to language, the capacity o f an adult learner to learn ESL is linked to the 
degree o f literacy, which was gained in  the firs t language. The relatioiKhip between an 
adult's two language systems needs to be taken into account. Moreover, the complexity 
o f ESL student background refutes the "Survival English" orientation o f most ESL 
programs, which seek only to quickly integrate immigrants into American society, 
providing rudimentary language skills so that they can, it  is believed, survive in  America 
(Buattaro, 2001). But (see below) ESL students have previously found ways to achieve 
functional literacy and may be fu lly  literate in  their firs t language: the survival curricula 
not only misconstrues the nature o f the learner but negatively labels the supposed shock 
that the immigrant is said to be facing in  America and concomitantly over-idealizes the 
rescue being offered through language (Buattaro, 2001). instead o f such a stark picture, it
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is necessary tb r second language education to "recognize that native culture (i.e. culture 
o f the firs t language) cannot be replaced by another culture" (Buattaro, 2001, p. 40) and 
that the learner negotiates choices o f meaning and values based on moving back and forth 
across cultures (Buattaro, 2001). Aligned w ith constructivist educational theory, adult 
educators see that adult learners are "both embedded in their life long cultures and bring a 
wealth o f information and experience w ith them to the classrooms" (Buattaro, p. 40). 
Moreover, "these experiences can be used to make sense out o f the new knowledge and 
skills they are trying to acquire" (Buattaro, p. 40). Adult educators would also look 
closely at how the learners are adjusting to their education, and making linguistic 
adjustment to daily life  as well. By exploring these complicated processes, an adult 
education instructor can help learners adapt skills they already have to a new 
environment where those skills may improve jobs (Buattaro, 2001). Specially, for 
Hispanic Americans, how the linguistic environment, Hispanic culture, and educational 
factors a ll influence Hispanic students English language performance are questions that 
the skills-based ESL approach would not ask (Buattaro, 2001).
A  fina l (Kpect o f adult education theory that is making headway in  ESL workplace 
literacy reform is the idea o f transformational learning, "the process whereby adult 
learners critica lly examine their beliefs, assumptions and values in  l i^ t  o f acquiring new 
knowledge and beginning a process o f personal and social change called relraming in  
perspective transformation" (King, 2000, p. 2). Such "critica lly  reflective learning is at 
the heart o f adult literacy learning and ESL" (King, p. 2), and absent thus far h"om 
workplace literacy approaches. Transformations can occur in  adults through higher 
education, medical rehabilitation, or in  cross-cultural settings. "T here seems to be a
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natural bridge between transformational learning and the adult ESL experience" (King, p.
2). It is recognised by adult educators that "the process o f language acquisition can result 
in changes to an individuaTs identity" (K ing, p. 2). The literature on acculturation issues 
and experiences has described numerous instances o f specific social changes that adult 
ESL learners experienced (King, 2000). A more recent study attempted to determine what 
proportion o f a sampled population o f adult ESL learners "experienced perspective 
transformation w ithin the context o f their education" (King, p. 2).
An area o f study that converges w ith adult education theory is contemporary 
discourse on the nature o f work, termed "new work order" (Castleton, 2002, p. 559). Tn 
this discourse, and especially in  the current context where the old industrial model o f 
work is being replaced by a new infbrmatiooal model, it  is argued that work itse lf and 
work environments create "new social realities and identities" (Castleton, p. 559). New 
work also "delineates new ways o f being a worker" (Castleton, p. 559). According to new 
work order theory, a workplace is not a robotic zone o f interchangeable, abstract workers 
passively dominated by a single-minded manager. Instead, woikplaces are seen as 
"communities o f practice," where workers in  teams come to decisions in  a communal 
way. Far hom emphasizing the deficits o f worker skills, as in  the deficit model, 
"grounded in  the functional literacy discourse that allows workers to be separated out as 
skilled and not skilled" (Castleton, 2000, p. 101), new work order sees workplaces as 
humane and democratic. W hile studies have shown that sk ill reform in the context o f a 
dehcit model o f work can lead to short term work, many now argue that only a new way 
o f looking at the workplace w ill improve productivity in  the long run (Castleton, 2000).
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The most serious otyection that theorists o f a new work order have w ith the skihs- 
hascd functional literacy model behind most ESL worksite classes, is that measuring 
individual sk ill is not a valid  way to interpret the value o f work. Far from being "bundles 
o f discrete characteristics or skills that are... mutually exclusive" work skills operate 
elusively in collective situations and a comprehensive job environment (Castleton, 2002, 
p. 557). The re a li^  o f workplaces is that they are communities comprised o f "workers 
who possess a diverse range o f skills that they use in complementary \\^ys" (Castleton, p. 
557). Increasingly, companies are emphasizing teams and shared responsibility, it is time 
then also to alter the static view o f the workplace as a "monocultural, value free, and 
neutral backdrop against which work is perkrm ed" (Castleton, p. 557) Managers should 
not be seeking out individuals w ith lesser skills to blame for lack o f production, but look 
to the overall organizational context (Castleton, 2002).
One o f the most disturbing eSects o f the skills-based discourse, a critique by 
proponents o f a new work order view believes, is how "the whole edifice o f sk ill 
requirements situates blame or responsibility in people" (Castleton, 2002, p. 558). By 
focusing on s k ill or competence as i f  it were an individual attribute, "these (skills-based) 
discourses allow  workers who do not possess the tn-escribed levels o f sk ill to be viewed 
as inadequate fo r the task" (Castleton, p. 559). In  its most extreme form, workers w ith 
poor literacy skills are "held accountable for poor economic performance at an industry 
and national level" (Castleton, p. 559).
New work sites can, when reframed from  a new perspective, be viewed as sites o f 
trans&rmation. Two additional theoretical discourses are increasingly contributing to
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piecing together a new paradigm fo r ESL and workplace literacy education: theories o f 
language learning (Nolan, 2001) and critical applied linguistics (Morgan, 2002)
More and more researchers, finding that too many ESL programs are undertheorized, 
now promote the idea o f "using an exp licitly articulated theory to inform practice" 
(Nolan, 2001, p. 4) (An example o f such a theory would he "languistics," a theory o f 
language learning that believes that "every language has a particular structure and until 
the learned internalizes that structure, communication remains defective" (Nolan, p. 4)). 
Basing one's coursework in ESL on a curriculum guide derived directly from theory, as 
opposed to using commercial materials, w ill greatly improve ESL education (Nolan,
2001). Moreover, in  ESL classes, it  is becoming increasingly evident that an instructor 
must be read in  theories o f second language acquisition, and know "not only ;dx)ut cross- 
cultural communication, but about Erst and second learning and development" as w ell 
(Conteh-Morgan, 2002, p. 2).
As the underlying theories o f language learning evolve, pracEces and methods o f 
second language learning teaching derived Eom them also change. Tn the 60s and 70s the 
language learning community was divided between the behaviorists and the innatists, 
pitting the ideas o f B.F. Skinner versus Noam Chomsky (Conteh-Morgan, 2002). These 
theones had relevance to adult education in  so far as, while behaviorists argued that 
language derived from  environmental stimula, innatists believed that each person had a 
language acquisihon device deep w ithin that "provides them w ith the innate ability to 
process linguisEc rules" (Conteh-Morgan, 2002, p. 2). As behaviorists argue that 
language acquisiEon is a lifelong process, innaEsts argue that while children piece 
together language acquisiEon, at some point "the acquisiEon device is turned oE"
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(Conteh-Morgan, p. 2), and thus it  is d ifficu lt for adults to learn language (Conteh- 
Morgan, 2002). fn the 1990s, these polarized posiEons were replaced by an intcractionist 
theory, which sees language acquisition and development in the context o f social 
interaction. W ith respect to learners o f second language, an intcractionist perspective, 
focusing on the use o f language in communicaEve acts, would examine how naEve 
speakers m odify their language "to  accommodate the learner's communicative 
proEciency and level o f understanding" (Conteh-Morgan, p. 3). The learners too are seen 
to use their "budding language skills as they communicate back, both groups negoEaEng 
meaning i f  there happens to be an unclear message" (Conteh-Morgan, p. 3). Thus, a 
curEcuium based on inteiacEonist language learning theory would sEess the use o f 
authenEc, real life  language materials in  the classroom, as w ell as "the creating o f 
situaEons through which meaningful intciacEon enhances learning" (Conteh-Morgan, p.
3). Also, making use o f Krashen's AflecEve F ilte r Hypothesis, which argues that learning 
occurs vdien "there is no barEer aSecting the intake o f new inform ation" inteiacEonist 
classrooms would use collaboraEve learning groups, where teachers would facilitate 
rather than conEol learning. In  an inteiacEonist classroom, a non-threatening atmosphere, 
w ith welcoming smiles, and the allaying o f fears, is created (Conteh-Morgan, 2(X)2).
CEtical applied linguisEcs has emerged, concurrent to construcEvist educaEonal 
theory, from cElical fem inist and posUnodem discourse, to also sEess the importance o f 
context, and interacEon in situaEons, for language learning (Morgan, 2002). The cntical, 
analyEc perspecEve deEved from this discourse sees language as "one embedded system 
funcEoning alongside others" w ithin a larger discourse "inhereoEy, ideologically and 
intim ately connected to power relaEons in  social, insEtuEonal and societal networks"
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(Katz, 2000, p. 47). In classes denved from this onentation, combined w ith Freierian 
thconcs, educators "encourage learners to understand and actively make posiEvc changes 
in their workplaces and communihes through their language learning" (Gallo, 2001, p.
110). W hile Friere emphasized cultural or social change, and transformational learning 
theory focused on individual perspectival change, both broad schools o f thought 
contribute to the potential changes in the HSL classroom (King, 2000).
Theory has also spread from classroom to workplace, where a new epistemology o f 
practice in adult education is dissolving the "o ld  dichotomies bedeviling education and 
Eaining" (Beckett &  Hager, 2000, p. 301 ). Tn the context o f lifelong learning, a 
workplace is another place where learning happens through making decisions, i f  HSL and 
workplace literacy educators would focus on the "whole lived expenences o f workers, 
not merely their skills" (Beckett &  Hager, p. 304), HSL in  worksite contexts would be 
more efkchve. Just as workplaces are thus seen as places where workers deliberate and 
make decisions repeatedly in  daily practice, bringing to bear expenence in  their 
judgments, so workplace education should emerge from "the contingent, the practical, the 
process, the particular, and the affective and social domains" (Beckett &  Hager, p. 301). 
Workers should learn ESL in  a way that takes into consideiaEon the "unusually large 
number o f variables iniluencing workplace learning" (Beckett &  Hager, p. 302). 
Somewhere between the assembly line, where m inim al judgment is called for, and a 
learning organization, which is based on decision-making, most workers in most 
workplaces s till have to make numerous judgments. A ll in  a ll, HSL classrooms can serve 
Eis places where ideas are cuIEvated and explored, as "interdiscursive spaces where 
inquiry into the nature o f the new work order can take place" (Katz, 2000, p. 157).
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As an infusion o f theory continues to alter the delivery o f English as Second 
Language education in the workplace, the re-theorizing o f ESL from the deficit 
skills/fiinctional literacy perspective to a broader sense o f literacy, has also necessitated a 
closer look at the learners involved in the system, who they are, why they come to class, 
i f  they are immigrants, then the nature o f immigrant literacy, how they use English or not 
in the real world; what their moEvation is to come to class, and what barners they, in 
padicular, women lace in getting to class (Castleton, 2000; D uff, 2000). In addiEon, the 
degree o f company support— ĥow easy the company makes it fo r an ESL student to 
attend class, or not—is cnEcal, as are practical examples o f the inEoducEon o f innovaEve 
pedagogy in  ESL classes. Finally, management w ill be entEely won over to supporting 
ESL classes i f  a successful transfer o f learning can be demonstrated, tb ro u ^  increased 
producEvity on the job.
Moreover, in  so far as many o f the pagmaEc issues o f ESL delivery grapple w ith 
providing such insEucEon prim arily to Hispanic, often Mexican workers, and because 
many o f those workers are women, the literature bears directly on industnes which 
employ large numbers o f HispaiEc men and especially women—including the casino 
industry in  Las Vegas (Freiermuth, 2001). The parEcipaEon o f the casino industry in  Las 
Vegas in  providing training programs for its employees is also explored in  the litaature 
(Waddoups, 2000; Tale, 2000).
The literature discusses numerous important issues surrounding the use oflanguage at 
work, a ll o f which, researchers believe, need to be studied more, "in  order to provide 
suitable intercultural language Eairung and support fo r employees, and to m od î  
workplace interacEon" (D uff, 2000, p. 2). As discussed, these issues only become
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discernible when there is a shiA Aom charactenzing workers as having a range o f 
inadequate skills, which is responsible fo r "the nation's poor economic performance both 
at home and in the international marketplace" (Castleton, 2000, p. 93). A change o f 
paradigm would result in workers being viewed as competent individuals who happen to 
not yet speak English, who live complicated and varied lives, in an immigrant 
community, and who come to work and work in the context o f their extended cultural 
m ilieu. Moreover, the particular workplace in which workers interact w ith others 
constitutes a context, which alters the nature o f communication in a particular way. 
Workplaces are not neutral, abstract sites, "separate and separable Aom people" 
(Castleton, 2000, p. 93), as they are constructed in  the deAcit sk ill paradigm. As a result 
o f a change o f viewpoint, more studies are beginning to be conducted at speciAc 
employment sites in  order to determine what exactly are the required skills, perceived 
need A ir remediaAon and funcAonal literacy level o f a parAcular group o f employees 
(M artin, 1998). In  addiAon to determining what are the parAcular basic skills needed for 
employees to succeed on the job (in  this case, at a paper m ill), the study also asked 
employees about then own percepAons as to their need for skills remediaAon (M artin,
1998). The funcAonal levels at which employees work, and then willingness to 
parAcipate in  remediaAon were also studied. Though such a study bears a funcAonalist 
bias, in  so far as it  asks employees about (hen work, it  represents a sh ift toward a more 
personal approach to remediaAon
A number o f other studies strike out a ^ in s t the deAcit perspective more dnectly. T his 
body o f research has made the not surpnsing observaAon that "low  literate adults 
funcAon cAccAvcly w ithout h i^  levels o f hteraey" in  society (W alter, 1998, p. 123).
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That is, people are not only their skills, but are able to compensate tor deAcits in other 
ways. It has been found that low  literate adults function by "developing a wide range o f 
learning and life  strategies appropriate to the literacy demands o f their immediate 
environment" (W alter, p. 123), This is most true w ith immigrant groups (as see below), 
oAen because many low  literate standard English immigrants "have been shown to be 
quite literate in  other dialects or languages" (W alter, p. 123). Researchers have found. 
Anally, that fo r these low literate persons, "these literacies often replace or augment 
English literacy" (W alter, p. 123). Most o f this line o f study derives from Fingeret's 
classic examination o f working people, and her Ending that "contrary to popular be lie f 
and academic assumption, low literate adults were not as a rule suffering Aom 
dependency, incompetence, or a lack o f literacy sk ills" (W alter, p. 123). A ll, rather, 
exchange what skills they have w ith others they need in  the context o f social networks. 
Contrary to orthodox litaucy thinking— t̂hat illiteracy impedes successful functioning in  
daily li& , and " fu ll particiixition in  socie^" (W alter, p. 123)— l̂ow literacy in  a social 
context "d id not present an overwhelming disability" (W alter, 1998, p. 124). Also, low 
literate persons "functioned quite well in  their day-to-day lives and in  many cases 
excelled in  their life  occupaAons according to the norms o f literate society as w ell" 
(W aiter, p. 124).
This observaAon is o f parAcular relevance to ethnic or immigrant employees, as both 
such communiAes have, under study, been shown to communicate in ways that fo llow  
d ifkren t hterate tradiAons. in  the AAican Amencan community, for example, hteraey 
takes on a social, coilaboraAve Arm  "in  which w ritten text was considered and discussed 
in  a group rather than individually" (W alter, 1998, p. 124). Other socicAcs have other
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kinds o f literacy "developed and used by different cultural groups w ithin particular 
communiEcs" (W alter, p. 124). Studies have revealed that low  literate adults conceive o f 
literacy as comprising their skills but also those o f their social network and the 
community in which they live. That is, low  literate adults used "social networks to deal 
vdth English demands" and "had networks o f fam ily and friends on whom they relied to 
meet their literacy needs" (W alter, p. 128). Indeed, because o f their sociability, and the 
need to circumvent personal literacy problems, often "adults w ith the lowest literacy 
skills had the highest range o f learning strategies" (W alter, p. 124). Such a concepAon o f 
literacy "challenges the idea prevalent in much o f U.S. society that literacy is a private, 
individual matter capable o f being and deAned according to standardized norms o f 
English" (W alter, p. 124).
f  his rc-conccptualizaAon o f literacy corresponds to changing views o f the workplace 
as a place, not o f individuals whose skills are discretely measured, but as a community o f 
pracAce where teams share and distnbute various skills among themselves to get a job 
done. Moreover, the concept o f workplace literacy is being expanded. It is more than just 
reading and w riting, but includes a ll o f an "ind ividual's ability to communicate 
effecAvely" including by oral communicaAon (CasAeton, 2000, p. 95). The arrival o f 
"mulAple literacies" in  the workplace makes it  imperaAve that employers understand the 
issues surrounding language so that Ihey m ight "provide suitable intercultural language 
training and support fo r employees" (DuA^ 2000, p. 2).
More studies are examining actual proAies o f bilingual adults across die country, in 
order to Amne discussions about ESL policies in  actual data about the learners' daily 
lives, hteraey proAles, and cducaAonal concerns (Sylvester &  Carol, 2002). 1 his need is
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more urgent as the number o f bilingual adults conAnues to grow in Aie United States. For 
example, while the overall population gain o f the U.S. between 1980 and 1990 was 10%, 
the Latino (or Hispanic) population grew 53% and the Asian population expanded 108% 
(Sylvester &  Carol, 2002). Why adult RSL students decide to attend class is an issue that 
needs more research (Sylvester &  Carol, 2002). Factors unique to bilinguals, factors 
which make their proAles, goals, and perspecAves unique, also need to be studied 
(Sylvester &  carol, 2002).
In explonng the reasons why ESL learners come to class, the skills deAcit perspective 
receives some iniAal venAcation, in so far as the Arst reason is their be lie f that learning 
English w ill improve their working li&  (Sylvester &  Carol, 2002). Most adults who 
attend a ll kinds o f ESL classes (not simply work-based) are unemployed, 35% o f whom 
believe Enghsh w ill help them get a job, and 16% o f whom say that English did help 
them get a better job (Sylvester &  Carol, 2002). It is management's hope that this, 
indeed, is why most ESL learners take ESL courses. The issue o f whether or not this is 
true, and to what extent the new language skills transfer to work and result in higher 
producAvity continues to bedevil ESL studies (M ilton, 1999). In  one study, it was 
determined that ESL graduates did indeed use many o f the skiUs such as reading, w riting 
and math "to  increase their producAvity and to decrease tlK  amount o f time to accomplish 
tasks" (Taylor, 2000, p. 7). Many o f the trainees also improved their interacAons wiAi 
other people on the job. Both outcomes indicate that learning English may indeed lead 
direcAy to improved job performance.
However, the issue as to whether ESL learning leads to higher wages is problemaAc. 
"Empuical studies provide mixed results about the signiAcancc o f English Auency on the
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earnings o f immigrants" (Park, 1999, p. 1). W hile a number studies And that English 
proAcicncy is a factor in increased immigrant earnings, as many studies conclude that 
"English language sk ill is not a signiAcant factor in immigrants' labor market success" 
(Park, p .1).
A side effect o f such studies is that it appears that English proAciency opens up the 
new workplace to a fu lle r appreciaAon o f the knowledge the immigrant already bears. 
Fluency in English "does seem to facilitate the transfer o f educaAon and labor market 
expenence obtained abroad to the U.S. labor market" (Park, 1999, p. 5). This, 
indirectly— î.e. the employers subsequent observaAon that the immigrant employee is far 
smarter than previously th o u ^ t—^may itse lf lead to new jobs and higher earnings (Park,
1999)—credits English proAciency as an engine behind greater career m obility, "both 
occupaAonally and geographically" (Park, p. 1).
W hile, thereArre, the basic skills raAonale fo r ESL enrollment does iniAally hold up, a 
surpnsing outcome o f studies focusing on learner moAvaAon is that few ESL learners 
come to class only fo r job-related skills proAciency (Moore, 1999; Sylvester &  Carol,
2002). In  one study, while some students saw a direct connecAon between English and 
better jobs, at least a quarter o f enrolled students saw the bigger picture. Learning English 
was "the Arst step in  a process that included further educaAon and training as part o f a 
part to finding a better jo b " (Sylvester &  Carol, 2002, p. 17). Moreover, another study 
found that, while workers were supporAve o f the work goals prescnbed by employers for 
an ESL class, their reasons fo r coming to class were "more closely aligned w ith social 
and personal literacy than workplace literacy" (Moore, 1999, p. 147). In  one class, in  fact, 
an exercise entailing learning to read a work-related document (typical o f skills based
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learning procedures) was "not perceived as authentic literacy learning by most o f the 
worker learners" (Moore, p. 147). By contrast, "learning the conventions o f the English 
language to more clearly express their ideas as part o f a self-directed work team, or to 
attain greater job  m obility, was affirmed as an authenEc and meaningful literacy task" 
(Moore, 1999). Time and again, in ESL classes, culture often supercedes more work- 
related reading, as reading about news topics, and developing literacy skills that w ill help 
the students read maps, take buses and tour museums become more important (Buattaro, 
2001). ESL students w ith such outlooks and imperatives "dramatically riva l the 
stereotype o f adult ESL learners, which descritres them as being in search o f basic 
Survival English" (Sylvester &  Carol, 2(X)2). Such data on why students come to class 
presents a signiAcant reason why " it is especially important that programs do not assume 
that Survival English is the main goal o f these students" (Sylvester &  Carol, p. 17).
It is increasingly important that ESL classes fo r immigrants "take as their subject 
matter the immigrant experience at work" (Boyle, 1999, p. 259, both to conform to adult 
educaAon theory which values parAcipaAon and learning from learners, and to further 
explore t l^  parAcularity o f the learners' literacy needs. W hile the generic quality o f 
skills-based ESL courses may mute the immigrant character o f the class, organizations 
that insAtute more progressive progrmns "cannot help but become aware o f the diversity 
in  their m idst" (Boyle, p. 260). Changing a class sEuclure to accommodate learners' 
desires may entail scutAing AadiAonal adult educaAon and ESL focus on literacy in 
reading rmd w riting, as w ell as the skills-based approach o f studying work documents 
(Sylvester &  Carol, 2(H)2). Immigrant students in  ESL by 6 r prefer that the emphasis be 
placed on oral skills: "Many ESL students say that their time in  class is one o f the few
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times during the day when Aiey have a chance to develop and practice their oral skills" 
(Sylvester &  Carol, p. 8).
A t present, most ESL courses therefore w ill involve conversing between Spanish and 
English, because o f the increase in size o f the Hispanic populr*"'"' the U.S. According 
to the 2000 Census, the Hispanic population o f the U.S. increa ° j  60% since 1990,
and Hispanic employment is increasing in numerous industries. According to the 
National Restaurant Association, fo r example, Hispanics now make up over 15% o f the 
enhre workforce o f the industry (Berta, 2001). Most o f the membership o f the Culinary 
Workers Union o f Las Vegas consists o f LaAno women as well (Tate, 2000). Hispanics 
are entering into these industries because, unlike native English speakers, they are w illin g  
to do the "d irty and sometimes dangerous jobs" (Boyle, 1999, p 260) in  the lower level o f 
service industries. Though they are poorly paid, Hispanic workers have a reputaAon 
amongst employers as being good workers, "better than the Americans who may have the 
basic skills but not the desired work atAtudes" (Boyle, p. 260). Overall, "employers are 
appreciaAve o f the important role played by immigrant workers" (Boyle, p. 260). 
AppreciaAon must now extend to understanding o f the nature o f Hispanic hteraey.
One aspect o f immigrant hfe that impacts the willingness, or not, or employees to 
attend ESL classes is the preexistence o f what is called an "ethnic economy" in  the lives 
o f most immigrant workers (Raijman, 2000). An eUmic economy's deAning feature 
"stems from the economic advantages afforded in relaAons among business owners and 
between owners and workers o f the same naAonal ongin" (Raijman, p. 441). Ethnic 
economies are embedded in  fam ily and friendship relaAonships, and include co-ethrhc 
firm s in  which Mexican merchants, fo r example, hire other Mexican workers, often based
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on close relationships, and often Aain the employees on the job , to someday run the 
business (Raijman, 2000) Overall, "working fo r a co-cthnie employer enhances the 
training opportunihes o f Mexican immigrants" (Raijman, p. 447). Such training is usually 
based on the mutual trust which, it is believed, "more frequently arises between co­
ethnics than across ethnic boundaries" (Raijman, p. 443). The way that ethnic economies 
funcAon as 'Training sectors fo r future self^m ploym ent" is by the creation o f "inform al 
m obility ladders structured along race and ethnic lines" (Raijman, p. 447). This system 
also explains why so many immigrants w ith lim ited English proAciency have gone on to 
open and own businesses (Raijman, 2000). Such ad hoc training "facilitates the flow  o f 
infbrmaAon and sk ill acquislAon" throughout the ethnic economy (Raijman, p. 443). it  is 
important fo r employers outside the ethnic economy to understand this AansiAonal state 
as it may bear upon the skills a worker already has, whether or not he or she is AusAng o f 
someone outside the etlm ic economy, and how the worker obtains more trahAng and 
skills. How or i f  an employee wodLcd previously in  the ethnic economy can impact how 
and i f  training w ill proceed in the mainstream: an apparently low  literate unskilled 
employee may in  fact be a future business owner (Raijman, 2000). Also, it  has been 
shown that m inonty and female workers especially make more use o f networks as a 
means fo r job advancement, and attain training through the extension tmd expansion o f 
their networks (M ilton, 1999).
More and more, ESL educators understand that you cannot properly teach English to 
immigrants unless you understand "how language learners operate in  the real world" 
(Freiermuth, 2001, p. 169). There are two sides to this complicated quesAon: how ESL 
students interact w ith naAvc speakers (which is a constant concern o f ESL educators) and
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how ESL students interact w ith second language speakers at home or in their commrmity 
(i.e. do they speak English or Spanish at home and in the community) (Freicrmuth, 2001).
As to the firs t issue, students entering one program "mentioned that they s till had 
d ifficu lties communicating in English" to native speakers, and in iàct "had relatively few 
opportunities to meet or develop fnendship w ith native English speakers" (Duf1\ 2000, p. 
7). As a result, even after having taken an ESL course, and because the ESL course they 
took did not consider this issue, the students s till "lacked confidence and feared public 
encounters w ith English speakers" (Duff̂  p. 7). The way that cultural norms play a role in 
lim iting  the contact between ESL and native English speakers has therefore had to be 
studied. In  one study, it  was determined that turn taking, the compoiKnt at "the heart o f 
any interaction communication" (Freiermuth, 2001, p. 171), which determines who 
speaks when, is actually different in  Spanish and in  English, and this sk ill has to be 
woAed on to facilitate intercultural communication (Freiermuth, 2001). One course made 
a point therefore o f m ixing ESL students w ith native speakers in  order to see that non­
native speakers obtained "sufficient opportunities to contribute to the discussion" 
(Freiermuth, p 186). Studies along these lines (as one regarding the establishment o f ESL 
classes at a hospital) have fu lly  realized, therefore, that ESL workers are not just learning 
a sk ill, but a language, and that in  real li^  they must "navigate between technical, non­
technical, polite, highly colloquial and functional oral English use w ith instructors, 
colleagues, patients, residents, fam ily members and others" (D uff, 2000, p. 12).
On the other side o f the issue, is how ESL learners use language, English or Spanish 
at home or in  their communities. This issue bears directly on the largest population o f 
Hispanic immigrant workers: women. In  studies that attempt to  reform ESL learning by
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bettei undeTstanding the personal clTcumstances o f workers, and their potential fo r taking 
classes, women arc an ideal case study (DufT  ̂2000). Studies o f the impact o f 
"participation in adult ESL programs on the lives o f participants and their fam ilies" also 
bear directly upon women (Dufl̂  2000, p. 4). M ^or areas o f study involving women 
immigrants include: immigrant women and unemployment, women in the labor market, 
and barriers to improving women's job prospects (D uff\ 2000). As women appear to be 
attending fewer ESL courses than men, studies also focus on the barriers which are 
presenting themselves to women, including systematic, organizational and personal 
barriers (DufL, 2000). The disadvantaged position o f immigrants, but especially 
immigrant women, in  the labor force, is also being studied, in  order to determine how to 
remedy the situation (D uf^ 2000).
1 he problem o f persistent unemployment, or under-employment by Mexican women 
in  the U.S., was studied using a human capital theory (De Anda, 2000). A  model o f the 
U.S. economy, including four sectors—core trans&rmative, core services, periphery 
service, and periphery transformative—was constructed, and the quality o f jobs in each 
sector o f the economy measured. It was determined that Mexican origin workers are 
over-represented in  the extractive sector, which is the lowest paying and most unstable 
sector o f the economy (De Anda, 2000). That is, Mexican women suSer &om unstable 
jobs, chronic under-employment, and spells o f joblessness, not because they lack skills, 
but because they are employed in a secondary labor market facing increased competition, 
and very susceptible to employment instability (De Anda, 2000). in  sum, "worker 
fortunes in  the labor market do not depend exclusively on human capital endowments, 
they arc also shaped by their position in  the economic structure" (Dc Anda, 2000, p. 423).
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In a study o f why some women decide not to  come to ESL classes, therefore, it  was 
found that nonparticipation is a function o f the instability o f the jobs, and the resulting 
lack o f commitment to improvement (M ilton, 1999). That married women especially 
"tend to have more interruptions in labor force participation than do men" suggests, not 
only that employment in a periphery sector is unstable, but that childcare or fam ily needs 
continually interfere w ith employer demands (De Anda, 2000). In stating why they 
choose not to attend ESL course, "Some women did not have sufficient 
expectations.. others... did not think they could be successful" (M ilton, p. 346). As these 
women grow older, alienation &om the learning environment causes their motivation to 
drop further (M ilton, 1999). But these women also listed other reasons for not attending 
ESL classes: their participation in  networks or groups, resistance to changing their ways, 
and their cultural background (M ilton, 1999). In  Australia, a country where skills-based 
ESL is the norm, women are "grossly underrepresented in  workplace literacy courses" 
(M ihon, p. 343), w ith only 4% o f courses in  68 surveyed worksites actually being offered 
specifically fo r women (M ilton, 1999). This may be because women often &11 into a 
lower skilled group that the supporting company believes are therefore a low priority fo r 
retrainiog (M ilton, 1999).
Nonetheless, in  spile o f the beleagured profile o f women in  ESL classes, those that do 
attend and participate report that ESL classes did indeed impact their linguistic, cultural 
and educational adjustment to their new country (Buattaro, 2001). ft therefore remains 
impmtant to better understand the particular reasons women given fo r taking ESL 
courses.
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For one thing, women, thon^i working in jobs that "command low  earnings, require 
little  training, and tend to he unstable" (Dc Anda, 2000, p. 434), located, that is, in the 
service sector, these jobs s till require more English than most jobs worked by men 
(Sylvester &  Carol, 2002). That is, the m ^o rily  o f men in a study were working on 
factories, or as cooks or dishwashers, while "women were more like ly to be working in 
service oriented jobs as cashiers, waitresses and salespeople" (Sylvester &  Carol, 2002, p. 
15). The literacy demand placed on women by service jobs would appear to be a 
motivator to attend ESL classes, but only 29% o f surveyed ESL women students 
mentioned this as a motivation. Instead, women students appear to be more motivated by 
real life , the world, and their private and home life . In  a study o f women workers at a 
university it  was found that nearly 90% o f those workers did not speak English at home 
(Bcita, 2001). I hc predominant reason given by women for coming to class was so that 
they can communicate w ith and help their children (Sylvester &  Carol, 2002). 27% o f 
women said that their children now speak English at home. This trend is growing, as 
evidenced by a survey o f Los Angeles Latino teenagers who clearly indicated that their 
language o f choice was English (Anonymous, Think Tank Reveals English
Overwhelming Choice , 1999). A ll teens spoke English most o f the time, and only
spoke Spanish at home, even there using a form  o f "Spanghsh, interweaving both 
languages" (Anonymous, Think Tank Reveals English Overwhelming Choice, 1999, p.
2). A t home, a ll teens watched mostly English language television, culturally feel like 
they are part o f the m ajority, and, while proud o f their Latino heritage, "cite  no 
significant differences between themselves and their mainstream counterparts" 
(Anonymous, Think 1 ank Reveals English... ,p. 2). 1 hough at present Latino teens
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mention speaking Spanish at home, more and more they speak to each other at home in 
English. "For many parents, this leaves them outside o f their children's convemations and 
allows children to determine what their parents know about school conferences, report 
cards, romances and so forth" (Sylvester &  Carol, 2002, p. 12; Buarttaro, 2001). In 
another study, 28% o f women w ith children mentioned their relationships w ith their 
children as a reason fo r coming to ESL class. Learning English w ill help these mothers 
help their children w ith their homework, communicate with school, and offer other 
advice and assistance (Sylvester &  Carol, 2002). These results indicate specific needs that 
must be addressed in any successful ESL course fo r immigrant women.
Another issue studied in  that sector o f the literature which examines why learners do 
or do not choose to attend ESL classes is motivation. Employers must |% ôvide "effective 
incentives in  workplace training and education" (Reder, 2002, p. 1). Incentives include 
tu ition support, cash bonuses, job retention policy, and educational advancement 
programs in  the company (Reder, 2002). Another study found that clear, and strong work 
related goals, like  taking a course specifically to be considered for promotion to the 
higher-level job , were strong motivating factors (M ilton, 1999). In  contrast, i f  workers 
are not "interested in  advancement or gaining specific work-related skills" motivation 
might be a problem (M ilton, 1999, p. 346). In  the adult education literature, motivation is 
a central concept, oflen explaining why or why not a student comes to class (Reder,
2002). The role o f the teacher in instilling  motivation has been found to be important, but 
the fam ily is also a pivotal element in  determining academic success or failure "Research 
studies assert that children's motivation to succeed in  school is influenced by the 
educational achievement o f their mothers" (Euattaro, 2001, p. 46). Respondents to an
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ESL class survey nonetheless appear sufRciently motivated to succeed. Most saw English 
as a powerful tool, that w ill help them flourish in the U.S. (Sylvester &  Carol, 2002). A t 
w ort, many graduates report having more self-confidence at work, as w ell as a renewed 
th irst fo r learning (Boyle, 1999). A t work, they asked more questions, spoke up more at 
work meetings, and were confident enough to communicate problems to management as 
well ( I aylor, 2000). In the end, many ESL students identified themselves "as the firs t and 
biggest b a rrie f to effective ^participation in such as class. "Their motivation, attitude, 
confidence and time commitments affected whether or not the material (used in class) 
was used in the workplace setting" (Taylor, 2000, p. 8).
Finally, bow companies treat immigrant and m inority employees is critica l to worker 
confidence. The importance o f employing m inorities and immigrants is understood as 
crucial to  improving a company's decision making. Educators have shown that cross- 
cultural education improves cribcai thinking, and executive see that "diverse groups 
make better decisions" (Colvin, 1999, p. 180). D iversity o f the workforce has become, for 
many, a competitive advantage, but only i f  the company listens to how "different people 
approach sim ilar p"oblems differently" (Colvin, p. 180). Nonetheless, studies reveal that 
much work remains to be done in  d iversî ing companies (Mehta &  Chen, et. al., 2000, p. 
181). On the mana^anent and executive levels, m inority employees must s till listen to 
racial jokes, patronizing altitudes, bear double standards in  the delegation o f assignments, 
and see management often fa il to do more for m inority advancement (Mehta &  Chen, et. 
al., 2000). Sometimes training ends up being invisible for m inorities or immigrants, 
because they are never given the high profile projects that w ill allow them to display their 
skills. Moreover, pay scales start lower than mainstream employees, and fa ll
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progressively behind at each raise (Mehta &  hen, et. a l., 2000). NoneOieless, most 
companies, especially service companies that deal w ith the public on a day-to-day basis, 
know that "potential m inority customers are highly aware o f a company's m inority 
tfiendliness and make buying decisions partly based on that basis" (Colvin, 1999, p. 181). 
Being good fo r m inorities, fo r a company, creates a self^reinfbrcing cycle, where 
customer relations improve by seeing more m inorities employed (Colvin, 1999).
English as Second Language in the Las Vegas Casino Industry 
Since 1990, la s  Vegas, Nevada has witnessed the emergence o f a new generation o f 
hotel-casino businesses, a ll o f which are structured to succeed in  the globalized world 
economy. Globalization entails the hoc Row o f goods and peoples across borders, and the 
structure and process o f th is global economy w ill require "both well-trained, well-paid 
professionals and technical workers and an unlim ited supply o f low-wage service 
workers, that is, janitors, housekeepers and waitresses" (Tones &, Chandler, 2001, p. 175). 
W hile a number o f locally-owned casinos s till exist in  Las Vegas, most o f the big money 
is now made by casino-hotels run by transnational corporations. Indeed, nearly "80% o f 
statewide gambhng profits are earned by the 20 largest casinos on the Las Vegas strip" 
(Jones &  Chandler, p. 177). These casinos are characienzed by a ll the hallmark structural 
aspects o f a globalized business entier directing enormous p ro fit away from the 
community and toward corporate empires, a cheap and unlim ited supply o f maintenance 
workers, the decline o f democratic po litica l culture, and the growth o f social ills  (Jones &  
Chandler, 2001). W hile much o f the press is enamored o f the spectacle o f the new 
casinos, and dote on the "whales" who spend lavishly there, Las Vegas is prim arily
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charactenzed by low-wage, bttle-benefit jobs. 85.6% o f Nevada jobs are in  the service 
industry, and that worktbrcc is not only oAcn transient, but predominately composed o f 
women, m inorities and immigrants (Jones &  Chandler, 2001). The casino business 
normally "attracts 4 to 6,000 workers to the state each month," an influx which continues 
to make Nevada the fastest growing state in the U.S. (Jones &  Chandler, p. 178). 
Moreover, the internationalization o f the workforce "is  readily apparent" (Jones &  
Chandler, p. 178), w ith the Culinary Union 226, which controls most workers in the city, 
estimating that 50-80% o f their members are Latino, many o f them immigrants (Jones &  
Chandler, 2001).
Las Vegas is heavily unionized due to its peculiar labor history (form erly linked to 
organized crime), but other cities, such as Reno, have little  unionization. Unionization in  
Las Vegas under the Culinary Workers Union may protect workers in  the face o f a 
passive state government, where the state legislature is dominated by the lobbying arm o f 
the casinos, the Nevada Resort Association, which "keep taxation rates low  and 
regulations m inim al" (Jones &  Chandler, 2001, p. 178) (In Las Vegas, the Culinary 
Workers Union, for example, operates several o f the ESL classes oGered by casinos). O f 
the 144,979 jobs in  the hotel, gaming and recreation industry in  Nevada, a figure which 
represents 34.4% o f total private sector employment in  the state, 45,000 o f about 29% o f 
the employees are represented by either the Culinary Union Local 226 or the Bartenders 
Local Union 165, both affilia ted w ith the Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees 
International Union (Waddoups, 2002). T he m ajority o f the high profile, newer, 
globalized casinos on the Strip, such as Caesar's Palace, the Bellagio, the Mirage, 
Mandalay Bay, and the MGM Grand, arc unionized (Waddoups, 2002).
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Las Vegas is characterized as w ell by a very tigh t labor market, a situation which has 
attracted a number o f high school students to "Ibrgo college and other technical training 
to work in Las Vegas's ever-burgeoning strip o f megacasinos " (Wood, 1999, p. 1 ). A 
study from 1995 reported that even i f  no more casinos opened in the next 10 years, 
"casino employment would rise by 7.5% annually to a total o f nearly 700,000 workers 
by 2005" (Blackjack 101, p. 1999, p. 63). Because o f the tight labor market, casino-union 
relations have been fa irly  solid. However, recent temporary ups and down in business 
levels, due to the events o f September 11,2001, have caused some renewed strife. As 
bookings in the casinos dropped 50% in the weeks follow ing 9/11, hotels had to lay o ff a 
number o f housekeepers and chambermaids Business has returned, but the maids have 
not been rehired, causing the Culinary Workers Local 226 to threaten a strike i f  a new 
contract fo r surviving overworked workers was not met (Figueroa, 2002). Apart 6om the 
usual union desire to preserve & m ily health coverage, long a hallmark o f Las Vegas 
union contracts, and "an important bcnebtto the predrnninantly female, predominantly 
Latino workforce," (Figueroa, p. I ), the union also feels that work quotas need to be 
reduced, as the current quota o f 15 to 17 cleaned roorns a day is too onerous fo r its 
employed maids (Figueroa, 2002).
The strength o f the Culinary Union is credited w ith the fact that casino worker wages 
in  Las Vegas are high compared lo other casino locales (such as Reno, not unionized, and 
the site o f low wages) (Jones &  Chandler, 2001 ). W ith jobs ranging across both the 
casino operation and the hotel business. Las Vegas has jobs from  casino managers to 
maids, and in  many cases the Culinary Union has sustained wages such that "many o f its 
members ..enjoy a m iddle class lifestyle, including home ownership and the ability to
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send their children to college" (Jones &  Chandler, 2001). Nonetheless, for those 
employed on the lowest rungs o f the Nevada gaming industry, as maids, jm ritors, change 
people, and hostesses, daily life  is a struggle for survival and self-realization due to the 
"forces associated w ith globalization" (Jones &  Chandler, 2001, p. 173). Women in 
particular are locked into low  paid, low benefit jobs. In these levels, such workers' 
fortunes are dependent almost exclusively, as theorized, not on their human capital 
potential, but on their positioning in the sector o f the service economy (De Anda, 2000). 
As noted above, in layoffs follow ing 9/11, even in the midst o f plenty, these jobs are 
characterized by instability (De Anda, 2000). The experiences o f women who work as 
maids, cooks and hostesses, conGrm the ills  o f the globalized economy, in  14 service 
occupations in  Reno, fo r example, the median wage levels "remain below the o ffic ia lly  
dcbncd poverty threshold fo r a four person household" (Waddoups, 2000, p. 353). W ith 
trends o f "declining real wages h)r lower skilled workers along w ith the increasing 
proportion o f jobs paying low  wages" the outlook fo r the working poor looks no better at 
present (Waddoups, p. 345). Indeed, w ith de-unionization the trend in the TJ.8. 
workforce, as American companies cope w ith globalization, it remains a question as to 
how much longer the Culinary Workers Union can sustain wage levels in  Las Vegas 
itself.
Factors adding to alienation o f the workforce in the casinos are lim its on access and 
promotion. As one employer noted, " I f  you're Ivatino, you can apply fo r a maid, you can 
apply fo r dishwasher... i f  you speak some English, you can be a change person, but tha f s 
not frequent" (Jones &  Chandler, 2002, p. 183). Moreover, alienation is exacerbated by a 
work climate characterized by a punitive tone, and the use o f term ination as a solution to
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infractions o f rules. Most maids and other employees "feared being fired fo r some minor 
infraction" (Jones &  Chandler, p. 183), and as the casinos themselves arc "hounded by 
dozens o f regulations and violation o f any o f them can lead to punishment or 
term ination" the situation does not brighten as one climbs the ladder (Jones &  Chandler, 
p. 183).
Las Vegas's employment issues are compounded by the fact that in addition to being 
a gaming center, it is a hotel center. Hotel employee turnover is notorious in the 
literature, and an added factor o f stress in employee life . Several studies have measured 
hotel employee turnover rate and found it range from 60% to 300% per year (Hensdill, 
2000). For line level employees, turnover is 158%, fo r supervisors 136%, and for 
managers 29%, a ll "inordinately high Ggures fo r an industry that prides its e lf on service 
consistency and brand loyalty" (Hensdill, 2000, p. 1). Fart o f the reason for turnover is 
the peculiar quality o f hotel employment, even on the level o f the housekeeping sta ff 
Hotel service is "greatly aSected by the quality o f service provided by its  employees" 
(Saibang &  Schwindt, p. 206). As in no other industry, an unpleasant experience between 
a single employee and patron, can color the patron's whole idea o f the establishment, and 
determine whether return business can be expected. Most complaints by customers are 
found in  departments which have "direct contact w ith customers" (Saibang &  Schwindt, 
p. 211). These include food and beverage (i.e. waitressing, bartending), front desk, and 
housekeeping. '"These are critical departments because their contact determines the 
impression guests ha ve o f the hotel" (Saibang &  Schwindt, p. 211).
Because hotels are indeed affected by the quality o f service oGered, most hotels offer 
training to employees. T he literature shows a "positive correlation between training.
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employee satisfaction, and guest satisfaction" (Saibang &  Schwindt, p. 206). In a study o f 
hotels in a growing tourist area in Asia, it was found that the hotels that offered the most 
training were experiencing both the most employee and guest satisfaction (Saibang &  
Schwindt, 1998). The friendliness o f the staff̂  coached by training, was indicated by 
entries on guest comment cards (Saibang &  Schwindt, 1998). Training offered at hotels 
vary: training is offered to new employees to provide them basic skills, and to 
experienced employees to improve skills. Training by supervisors and training specialists 
on the job is favored in the hotel world, as the employees are "more apt to deliver the 
types o f service intended by the organization" (Saibang &  Schwindt, p. 206). Hotels also 
offer professional image training, business w riting training, and English as Second 
Language courses (Saibang &  Schwindt, 1998). Again, in  a survey o f hotels in  a growing 
tourist area in  Asia, while few offered remedial education to employees not perfbrming 
their jobs, most more often provided training when employees were firs t hired. Yet, 
indicating the importance o f language to customer-employee contact, even at the 
housekeeping level, a ll such hotels "provided English as Second Language" (Saibang &  
Schwindt, p. 210).
Las Vegas Casinos, combining casinos and hotels, live  or die by the same rules that 
determine the success or failure o f hotels throughout the globalized economy. The quality 
o f their service contributes to the success or failure o f the establishment (Tate, 2001). In 
the area o f gaming, casino workers, even on the lower levels, need good communication 
skills, an outgoing personality, and "the ab ility to maintain their composure even when 
dealing w ith angry or demanding patrons" (Tate, 20001, p. 28). In Las Vegas gaming 
jobs, there appears to be a tradition o f on-the-job training in  the firs t month o f hire. For
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slot key persons, who verify and payoG  ̂winnings, but also reset and reGil slot maebines 
w ith money, the job requirements are the same; "good communication skills and an 
ability to remain calm" (Tate, p. 26). "As w ith most other gaming workers, slot key 
persons receive on the job training during the Grst several weeks on employment" (Tate, 
p. 26). Gaming cage workers "conduct Gnancial transactions fo r patrons, they seU 
gambling chips, tokens, or Gckets" (Tate, p. 26), and while they perform most o f then- 
work on their feet and they must be physically strong, because o f their constant 
interaction w ith patrons, "cage workers need a friendly, allenUve, professional altitude" 
(Tate, p. 26). The same job qualihes apply fo r gaming change persons; a ll low-level 
casino jobs entail signiGcant amounts o f contact w ith the public. 1 hough the higher 
positions, ranging Gom gaming and sports book writers and gaming dealers required high 
school level edueahon and ceiGGeaGon that establishes these posiGons above entry level, 
here, too, the focus is on customer relations.
In  Las Vegas, therefore, literacy counts, as understandiiq; between customers and 
employees is criGcal to customer impression o f the quality o f service. As yet, however, 
ESL train ing by casinos appears to be ad hoc, and individualized. Each casino 
"estabhshes its own requirements fo r education, training and experience" (Tate, 2001, p. 
28). "Alm ost aU casinos provide some in-house training in  addition to requiring 
certiGcalion" (Tale, p. 28). The casino system o f training is augmented by local 
community colleges which have increasingly moved into the business o f oGenng 
bachelors and masters degrees in  the hospitality and casino Gelds (Tate, 2001). Finally, 
while some casinos offer ESL courses, the industry appears to be supported as w ell by the 
oGcnng o f colleges and literacy training insGtuGons (as such, then, somewhat behind the
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curve o f in-house ESL oGerings seen in other businesses such as the restaurant and hotel 
industry generally).
A model fo r casino industry employee training including ESL are classes at AtlanGc 
C ity Community College, which trains people to become part o f the casino industry 
(Blackjack 101,1999). A number o f community colleges have replicated its program 
across the country, its precedent perhaps suggesting why much casino industry training 
occurs in the community college context. Many o f the students at these colleges are 
"immigrants seeking a toehold in America's economic mainstream" (Blackjack 101,
1999, p. 62). A t these colleges they can take both courses in craps and poker, and "take 
English as a Second Language" (Blackjack 101, p. 62). i  he example o f a Chinese-bom 
restaurant worker who took time to take ESL and also gaming classes, obtained a part- 
tim e job and Gnally came to work full-tim e at a casino, is typical o f tlx:se programs 
(Blaclyack 101, p. 1999). A  machinist making $22 an hour studied to become a dealer 
making as much, w ith tips, plus beneGts oGered by casinos, including Gee uniGnms, 
parking and meals, and health coverage and tuiGon reimbursement—all casino eGbrts to 
suppoG training and ESL o f future employees (Blackjack 101,1999).
Las Vegas's Gght job market has accelerated the process o f training for new 
employees. The dropout rate at local high schools is the naGon's highest, p fm arily 
because many students are lured away Gom the prospect o f college to work in  high 
paying casino jobs (Wood, 1999). "When you can go down to one o f the rasinos and get 
a job G»r $40,000 to $60,000 without any Gmnal educaGon, its hard to convince some 
kids they ought to stay in  school or go to coUege" states one educator at a local high 
school (Wood, 1999, p. 1). Many students seeking higher posiGons like dealers or p it
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bosses, have, as elsewhere, gone to local craA or technical colleges to get their training 
(Wood, 1999).
The hotel industry side o f the casino business is so concerned w ith attaining and 
retaining employees that, in one example, a hotel has partnered w ith a Hospitality High 
School, "w ith  the goal o f incorporating hospitality career path programs into its 
curriculum " (Hensdill, 2000, p. 2). Each child in  the program has a hotel-business 
mentor, to jum p-start their entry into the business (Hensdill, 2000). Once employed, 
hotels are increasingly focused on oUering careers not just jobs, and nurture employees 
lo r lifelong commitment to the company (Hensdill, 2000).
A t present, it  appears that casinos have yet to model ESL programming after 
instances occurring in  other industries. Programs to improve customer service in  the food 
industry, also tradihonally an accessible industry to  immigrants, and arguably a model An 
the hospitality and casino industry, also developed in  the context o f a Gght labor market 
(Berta, 2001). In  the 6)od indusGy as w ell, there has been a dramaGc increase in  the 
number o f Hispanic workers, "and more and more operators and managers are grappling 
w ith ways to bring English classes to their employees" (Berta, 2001, p. 4). Management 
realizes that it  must continuaily tra in and retrain its employees, to keep customer 
satislacGon up (Askov, 2000, p. 101). As in  casinos, the reason why more employers are 
oQering ESL classes is that they "gel some angry customers" (Berta, p. 25), when (he 
employee cannot communicate, know what was being ordered, or only understood the 
basics and guessed—wrongly—on the rest o f the orders (Berta, 2001). Courses were 
oGered at convenient hours (in  one case on Sundays, so they did not interfere w ith 
workday hours), and nearby, and the company covered the cost o f the course and books
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(Bei%  2001 ). Employees who took ESL courses and continue to replenish their English 
skills also report that the internet, accessible at convenience any hour o f day and night, is 
a good way to improve English for die job (Berta, 2001). Another restaurant manager 
supported ESL training by bringing the course via cable TV into the restaurant during 
down hours aGer the lunch rush (Berta, 2001 ). Such service exempliGes the necessity that 
employers respect their employees' Gme, and do not make Gme or location a barrier to 
enrollment in ESL training (Berta, 2001). A low  rate o f absenteeism at ESL classes 
provided by Cableco also indicated employee support o f ESL (Katz, 2001 ). Further 
pragmatic support needed to be offered to employees, including financial assistance, 
supervisor encouragement, and understanding o f the individual needs o f the employee 
(Boyle, 1999). These practical applicabons o f ESL in  training indicate progress in  a Geld 
that, up to now, has been characterized by employer reluctance, resistance, and continued 
lim itahons set on what can be and is learned in  the workplace. A t present, a gap between 
theory and practice in  ESL appears to remain.
The casino industry in Las Vegas has an employee profile that mandates providing 
ESL to its workforce. Not only are the megacasinos both hotels and casinos, thus dealing 
w ith people directly, in  jobs whose quahGcations highlight people skills, on many levels, 
from manager to housemaid, but a great many o f their workforce is Latino and female.
As indicated as a possible reason why ESL may be needed in  an industry, i f  a large 
amount o f the workforce is immigrant, one needs ESL (Tyler, 1999). A t the same time, 
the casino job market is so Gght that there is moGvaGon to treat its employees w ell, both 
to forestall the notonous turnover rate o f hotel employees (where ESL traiiung is 
documented), but to  retain employees in  the casinos as well. Finally, the megacasinos are
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so enGrely characterized by the structure o f globalized companies, that the fate o f the 
low-paid worker in this environment is a point o f concern (Jones &  Chandler, 2001). The 
putative insensiGvity to labor needs interred by the +e "^ively entrenched power o f the 
Culinary Workers Union (which has had to become involved in offenng ESL courses to 
its membership), and by the puniGve nature o f the hyper-service-onented casino 
workplace, suggests that the Las Vegas casino industry needs to close the gap between 
theory and pracGce in ESL, as well as the gap between its pracGce and the more 
progressive practice o f other indusGies.
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METHODOLOGY
Chapter E l presents the research methodology used in  the study. The method for 
population selecGon and recruitment o f study participants is reviewed. The survey 
insGumenl used w ithin the study is addressed.
Population and Participant Selection 
The firs t step was to idenhfy the population to be studied, in  coitj unction w ith the 
Las Vegas V isitors and ConvenGon Authority, it  was decided that only hiciGGes Gsted as 
hotels in  Las Vegas, Primm and Jean by the LVCVA in  its hotel/motel inventory o f 
December 31,2000 that offered table games would be surveyed. This conclusion was 
based on the concept that unlike Gme-shares or motels, the hotels which offered table 
games funcGoned as ^uning resoG destinations w ith one o f their pnme objecGves being 
to attract guests who, hopefully, would gamble at their faciliGes. FaciliGes Gsted as 
motels by the LVCVA were viewed as AiciGGes that focused prim arily on the renting o f 
rooms w ith perhaps some slot machines to capture addiGonal revenue. Thus, motels were 
excluded. Also, because Primm and Jean draw their employees from the Las Vegas 
Metro area, they were included w ith all qualifying as hotel casinos in that tl^ y  offered 
table games to the ir cGents w ith the intent o f having guests come and gamble in  their 
faciGGes as entertainment desGnaGons. FaciGGes in  Mesquite and L a u ^ in  were
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excluded because they do not routinely draw employees Gom the Las Vegas Metro area. 
The lis t o f faciliGes can be found in the Appendix and is Gtlcd as Clark Counfy 
Hotel/Motel Inventory as o f December 31,2000.
The issues to be covered and the specific quesGons to be asked were developed w ith 
the great assistance o f Dr. W illiam  N. Thompson, Dr. Stanley Zehm, Dr. Wes Roehl and 
Dr. I om Bean along w ith the Las Vegas ConvenGon and Visitors Authonfy. On more 
than one occasion, quesGons had to be removed because they were viewed as too 
invasive and not only not like ly  to be answered, but also, like ly to cause the immediate 
end o f the infbrmaGon gathering interview 1 was reminded that unlike the circumstances 
o f my master's thesis in  which 1 was working directly in  conjuncGon w ith a state 
regulatory agency which simply added a cover letter to my survey insGucting the 
insGtuGons to respond to the quesGons w ithin a set Gme, mine was a voluntary eEbrt in  
which no facibty was obliged in  any way to respond to or even answer my q u ^o n s. 
Eventually the much revised survey instrument was approved by the University o f 
Nevada Graduate Office.
Once the survey insGument had been approved, a copy o f which is in  the appendix 
along w ith a copy o f the approval letter Gom the UNL V  OfGce o f Sponsored Programs, 
an iniGal prescreening was conducted to determine which faciliGes bad ESL Gaining 
courses available lo r their employees. I t  soon became apparent that while virtually every 
fac ility  on the LVCCA hotel lis t h W tab e games, a much smaller number had ESL 
training programs. Thus, after the lew  notels not oSering table games had been dropped 
Gom the survey, the Grst inform ation gathering step was to telephone tlK  human resource
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departments o f each facihty and to ask about the presence or absence o f an ESL Gaining 
program at its facihty.
AAer the facihbes which offered programs had been determined, fbhow-up calls 
and/or personal visits as appropriate were conducted w ith the human resource 
department and/or training departments o f the faciliGes idenGGed as having ESL 
programs. 1 he survey instrument was completed at that Gme. Because the Culinary 
Workers Union works closely w ith the casino industry and has an ongoing program with 
an ESL component in its ceGiGcate program, data was collected Gom the Union and 
personal interviews were granted by both the senior instructor o f the fac ility  and the ESL 
coordinator o f the UiuoG
O f particular importance in  the study was consideraGon given to the reality that 
having an ESL Gaining program means more than simply rc&rnng the employee to an 
outside provider such as a church, the Clark County School D istrict, any number o f 
commuinty colleges in  C lark County, or the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas w ith  the 
possibility o f tuiGon reimbursement i f  successful compleGon occurred. For the purposes 
o f the study, having an ESL program meant conducGng a casino speciGc content program 
on-site, arranging fo r such a program to be conducted on-site, or sending an employee to 
a program which is sponsored by and whose content has been developed in  corguncGon 
w ith the Las Vegas casino industry.
The key difference is whetfier the training is industry speciGc. There is no shortage 
o f low or no cost general ESL classes in  the Las Vegas Metro area. Such classes are 
Gsted in  the Sunday papers. The Clark County School D istnct and area community 
colleges regularly advciGsc such classes as w ell. These classes are designed fo r the
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general population w ith no particular occrgmtional focus. The importance o f the industry 
spociGc programs being surveyed is that the steadily expanding gaming industry has 
created an ongoing need fo r people capable o f fimcGoning effecGvely to obtain maximum 
benebt in the shortest period o f Gme. The courses can best be described as being a 
subcategory o f ESL or industry speciGc English fo r a SpeciGc Purpose courses.
Once a ll the surveys had been completed, it was apparent that the facilities were 
divided into four disGnct categones: f ) faciliGes that acGvely encouraged and routinely 
and regularly supported employees in their efforts to learn English as a second language, 
2) faciliGes that oGered in-house ESL educaGonal programs on an irregular, as needed 
basis, 3) AciliGcs which offered no ESL educaGonal assistance and had a "sink or swim" 
approach to new employees and, 4) on-site "bus nder" programs designed for employees 
who work at the two Jean and three Primm gaming AiciliGes which a ll provide bus 
transportaGon fo r employees coming from the Las Vegas metro area.
Because the data was an enumeroGon w ith a ll facilities accounted fo r as opposed to a 
sample w ith some o f the faciliGes not reporGng, it was apparent that the data was highly 
skewed, thereby mandating the use o f a non-parametric staGsGcal procedure to vahdate 
and formalize the clear and obvious relaGonship between size o f fa c ility  and presence and 
type o f ESL training oGered. It was clear that in  terms o f ESL program availabihty for 
employees, the bigger the facility , the better for Gre employee.
A statisGcal analysis was performed w ith the null hypothesis being that there is no 
correlaGon between & c ility  size and the presence o f an ESL program. The null 
hypothesis was rejected. The data were organized by fac ility  size category and presented.
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The Grst category, the highly siqiportive institutions, were the twenty Gve largest 
faciliGes in the Las Vegas McGo Area. They arc unionized, have the best employee 
beneGt packages and not only support the union's educaGonal programs, but also, 
encourage employees to improve themselves educationally beyond the basic job funcGon 
level o f language proGciency as soon as they complete their new employee probaGonary 
penod o f employment. The approach to language assessment in these insGtuGons was 
that i f  human resources fe lt that an individual whose pnmary language was not English 
needed assistance, they would refer them to the union for evaluation and language 
trainings The union instructor would have a conversaGon w ith the new employee and 
determine whether s/he should take the basic course offered at the uiGon site on non­
company Gme. The union offered a certiGcate at the end o f the training penod as 
evidence o f language and/or occupaGonal Gaining which the faciliGes took into account 
in  then retenGon and promoGon decisions. Also, about ha lf o f the faciGGes in  this group 
would te ll prospecGve appGcants that they would requne a cerGGcate o f training Gom the 
union prior to hinng. This group o f faciliGes were viewed as the employers o f choice 
because o f their employment stabiGty, then beneGts and then willingness to help their 
employees improve themselves boGi educaGonally and economicaUy.
The second group consisted o f iGne faciGGes which oGèied ESL traiinng programs on 
an irregular basis depending on need. The usual process was that human resources in  
conjuncGon w ith the fac ility  trainer and other department heads would determine that a 
sufficient number o f employees would beneGt Gom a basic, job focused ESL course. On 
rare occasions an outside contractor would be brought in  to conduct the class. The 
common procedure was that the trainer or, in  the absence o f a trainer—a common
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situaGon in Gie smaller faciliGes, a depaiGnent head, would condwt the classes w ith his 
or her own matcnal matcnals usually were either from or closely followed the 
approach o f the Oxford Picture Word DicGonary--a book which mixes words w ith 
pictures o f people in everyday life  and occupaGonal seGings. The scheduling would be 
arranged so that the employees would be able to take the classes either before or after 
their work shifts. No faciliGes made a practice o f offering classes on-site dunng the work 
shifts o f its employees.
The th ird category was the "sink or swim" group. The th irty seven facilities w ithin 
this group offered no educational assistance for English language learners. Tn virtually 
every case, they offered no educaGonal assistance fo r anything. Generally, human 
resources employee and/or the hiring department head decided i f  tiK  applicant had a 
sufGcicnt command o f English to perform the job. They hired the individual i f  they 
thought s/he would be able to perform the job w ithout educaGonal assistance beyond a 
basic onentaGoiL I f  they were wrong and the individual could not per&rm the job after a 
bnef onentaGon, the new employee was promptly terminated.
"Sink or swim" faciGGes were the smaUest, were not imioiuzed and, not surprisingly, 
had high turnover rates. A t those GciGGes, the pay is lowest, the stress factor is higher 
and employee Ginge beneGts me minimal at best. F inally, this category o f GiciGty used 
part-time employees as much as possible to maintain the lowest possible cost per 
employee overhead.
T he last category o f faciliGes is that o f "bus nders." T he two faciGGes in  Jean and 
three in  Primm bus then employees Gom the Las Vegas MeGo area. They Gel that 
because then locaGons are inconvenient for then tanployees (no pubGc bus service
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available on a regular basis unlike those tacibbes on the Las Vegas strip or in other metro 
locaGons) it is rwxxissaiy fo r them not only to offer GansportaGon to their facilities, but 
also, to facilitate basic educational programs for Giose employees needing basic ESL 
training on site. The common pracGce is to have the Clark County School D istrict 
provide both the matenals and the instructor and the fac ility  to provide the site. As usual, 
the classes are scheduled either before or after the workers' shifts. It should be noted that 
these faciliGes and the union use the same matenals because in both instances the 
matenals and instructor are provided by the C lark County School D istrict.
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CHAPTERIV 
DATA ANALYSIS
Chapter IV  presents the Endings o f the study. DescripGve infbrmaGon is provided 
regarding die charactensGcs o f the study sample. In  an effoG to address the p fm aiy 
research quesGon upon which the study was based, the results o f the study are presented 
w ith a speciGc focus on the nature and current use o f ESL training programs by casino 
hotels in  Las Vegas.
The overall purpose in  conducting the study was to explore the degree to which ESL 
training programs were being implemented by the casino hotel industry in  Las Vegas. 
W hile the review o f the literature suggested that ESL efforts were being employed by the 
industry, litGe was known as to overall parameters o f the eGbrts being undertaken w ith 
respect to the size, content, and modes o f delivery. Therefore, the research quesGons 
underlying the study were as follows:
1. What is the nature and current use o f ESL G aining programs w ithin casino hotels 
in  Las Vegas?
2. What, i f  any, is the relaGonship between ESL training programs and hotel size? 
The research hypothesis under invesGgaGon was as follows:
H I : There is no relaGonship between fac ility  size (i.e., size o f a casino hotel) 
and the presence o f an ESL training program.
67
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Description o f the Sample 
For the purposes o f the study, a total o f 107 casino hotels located in the Las Vegas, 
Nevada Metro Area were included w ithin the in itia l study sample. These hotels were 
selected for participation on the basis o f being identified on the 2000 las Vegas 
Convention and Visitors Central List o f Las Vegas hotels w ithin the study areas o f Las 
Vegas, Jean and Primm. Nineteen facilities w ithin the geographic areas under 
consideration included on the in itia l lis t were excluded because they had no table games. 
Also excluded were facilities located in the Laughlin and Mesqute areas as these hotels 
do not draw employees from the Las V e ^  metro area. Casino hotels selected for 
inclusion in  the study were those that were designed to attract visitors to their premises 
for the purposes o f gambling. A  small fac ility  w ith slots only would not qualify for 
inclusion w ithin the study whereas a fac ility  w ith table games would be eligible for 
pardcipatiorL It was decided that those facilities w ith table games were designed to be a 
gaming destination for patrons and seventy-nine facilities met the criteria o f both having 
table games and being w ithin the geographic area under study.
In order to obtain the study sample, the data collection process was structured to firs t 
determine whether the facility  being contacted had mble games. Upon contacting die 
hotel via telephone, the primary researcher would ask the fac ility  operator i f  the & c ility  
had table games. (To my surprise, there were two operators at facilities that had table 
games who did not know what table games were.) I f  the operator indicated that the 
h ic ility  did not have table games, the questionnaire interview would terminate, i f  it was 
determined that the hotel did have table games, the questionnaire interview proceeded by 
the researcher asking to  speak w ith the human resources department
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O f the casino hotels identified fo r participation in the study, hotel size was based on 
the number o f guest rooms w ithin the hotel. O f the 107 hotels included in the in itia l 
mathematical universe o f the study, as shown in  Table 1, the minimum number o f guest 
rooms was 59 and the maximum was 5034, w ith the mean number o f rooms being 
968.59.
Table I Casino Hotel Size
N Minimum Maximum Mean Standard
Deviation
SIZE 107 59.00 5034.00 968.59 1162.16
Valid N  107
(listw ise)
For the purposes o f data analyses, casino hotel size was further collapsed using the 
follow ing groups to identify the data:
1 = 1-300 rooms;
2 = 301-600 rooms;
3 -  601-900 rooms;
4 = 901-1200 rooms; and
5 = 1201 and up rooms.
On the basis o f this grouping, as depicted w ithin Table 2, o f the 107 hotels considered for 
participation in  the study, 41.1 percent were hotels w ith 1-300 rooms, 15.9 percent were 
hotels w ith 301-600 rooms, 15 percent were hotels w ith 601-900 rooms, 2.8 percent were 
hotels w ith 901-1200 rooms, and 25.2 percent were hotels w ith 1201 rooms or more.
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Table 2 Percentage o f Hotels bv Room Size
Category Frequency Percent Valid
Percent
Cumulative
Percent
1 44.0 41.1 41.1 41.1
2 17.0 15.9 15.9 57.
3 16.0 15.0 15.0 72.0
4 3.0 2.8 2.8 74.8
5 27.0 25.2 25.2 100.0
107.0 100.0 100.0
The follow ing histogram provides a visual depiction o f the casino hotels participating 
in  the study on the basis o f number o f rooms w ith in each hotel.
Chart 1 Histogram o f Casino Hotels bv Rooms
50
40
30
20
Std. Dev = 1162.17 
Mean = 968.6 
N = 107.00
\  \ \ \ % o \ \ \ \ \
SIZE
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O f the 107 casino hotels contacted tor participation in the study, a total o f 71 percent 
(n-76) reported having table games w ithin the fac ility  while 28 percent (n-30) indicated 
that they did not have table games and 1 hotel was not able to be contacted and was later 
conGimcd to be out o f business. Also, o f the 76 hotels that reported having W )le games, 
26.3 percent (n-20) were hoWs w ith 1-300 rooms as compared to 14.5 percent (n—11) 
w ith 301-600 rooms, 19.7 percent (n=15) w ith 601-900 rooms, 3.9 percent (ir=3) w ith 
901-1200 rooms and 35.5 percent (n=27) w ith 1201 rooms and up.
A ll data fo r the study were collected prior to the tragic events o f September 11,2001. 
Since that time, according to the Culinary Workers Union, educational programs have 
stopped because o f the layo ff o f 15,000 members in  the Las Vegas area. However, both 
(he union and the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority has reported that they 
believe this drastic drop in tourism w ill not be permanent. Therefore, while the findings 
o f the study and the description o f the study sample were valid at the time the data was 
gathered, changes occurring after September 11 ,2001 have drastically changed what one 
would find today i f  the study were replicated.
As reported by human resources personnel representing those casino hotels w ith table 
games, between the summers o f 1997 and 1999, the Las Vegas casino hotels experienced 
a great deal o f expansion efforts w ith over 20,000 rooms coming into service during this 
tim e period As a result, the larger facilities reported that they had responded to their 
need fo r guest room attendants and food service workers by conducting E8L training on 
the premises. Since that time, the facilities reported that they had utilized the Culinary 
Workers Education Program for providing ESL training to their food service and
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housekeeping employees, while providing tu ition reimbursement tb r their non-union 
s ta ff As reported by study participants, the clear trend is increasingly to r non-union 
personnel being educated via tu ition reimbursement w ith the level o f reimbursement 
varying w ith the grade earned.
Furthermore, as was found in the study, there are no facilities that pay for on-the- 
clock employees to parbcipats in ESL training. Rather, those employees that do 
participate in ESL training are scheduled to attend the training on their o ff frours. Study 
respondents most often reported that their hotels were concerned w ith lia b ility  for 
overtime and problems w ith the union should employees be allowed to engage in ESL 
training while on the job.
Study participants represenbhg hotels in  Primm and Jean reported that they regularly 
provide ESL classes on site as part o f their efforts to attract Las Vegas area residents to 
become and remain employees. W hile this has been done in the past, study participants 
reported that they currently were not offering on site ESL training.
Study participants who reported that their fac ility  had offered on site ESL training in 
the past also reported that they most often used ESL education materials provided free o f 
charge by the C lark County School D istrict. The process by which materials were 
obtained 6om the school d istrict was initiated by the Culinary Workers Union ESL 
instructor (who is from th : Clark County School D istrict) who made certain that these 
materials were provided to the instructor in charge o f the ESL training on site in Primm 
and Jean.
Several o f the study participants reported that their legal advisors would not perm it 
them to use whether an employee had passed or failed the ESL training as a condition for
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hiring, retention or dismissal because o f the potential h and possible lia b ility  in
judgments. W hile this offers some protcchon for cmpl , rom the potential o f losing
their jobs as a consequence o f ESL training failure, it also prevents those hotels from 
using ESL information as a means o f retention efforts, including promotion and possible 
wage increases w ithin those facilities.
During the period o f summer 1997 through summer, 1999, there was use o f paid 
outside contractors to conduct ESL classes on site at several o f the nine locations offering 
irr egular support locations. A few o f the larger casino hotels reported that contractors 
were used for the purposes o f ESL training. This practice has been virtually eliminated 
as the facilities hire fewer people, refer those who are Culinary Worker Union members 
to the Union fo r training, and provide grade based tu ition  reimbursement fo r the rest.
Table Games and Casino Hotel Size 
As was reported earlier, o f the 107 casino hotels that were selected hrr consideration 
for participation in  the study, approximately 76 o f those hotels reported having table 
games w ithin their facilities. Prior to conductiag analysis on hotel size and the îucsencc 
o f ESL training, further efforts were made to better understand the potential relationship 
between hotels size and the presence o f table games. Using the data available in  6om 
Chart 2, a Chi-square analysis was conducted to determine i f  there was an association 
between hotel size and the presence o f table games w ithin facihties As displayed w ithin 
Table 3, the findings support that there is an association between hotel size and the 
presence o f table games (X=36.308, d f = 8, p. = .000)
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Table 3 Chi-Square Analysis o f Hotel Size and Table Games
Value Degrees
o f
Freedom
Asymptomatic
Significance
(2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 36.308 8.000 0.000
Likelihood Ratio 42.047 8.000 0.000
Linear-by-Linear Association 24.654 1.000 0.000
Number o f V alid Cases 107.000
As hotel size and the presence o f table games were found to be associated, a 
correlation analysis was conducted to determine i f  there was a potentiai relationship 
between the two variables. The results o f the correlation analysis were found to be 
significant (Pearson r  = -.482, p. = .001 ). On the basis o f further analysis using ANOVA, 
as shown w ith in Table 4, it  was determined that hotel size accounted for 6.2 percent o f 
the variance between those hotels w ith table games and those without table games (F= 
9.404, d f = 4, p. = .000). W hile hotel size was found to be significant, less than one 
fourth o f the total variance between those hotels w ith table games and those w ith no table 
games could be explained by hotel size, suggesting that there are other 6ctors that 
account fo r differences between the groups.
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Table 4 ANOVA Hotel Size and Presence o f Table Games
Between Groups 
W ithin Groups 
Total
Sum o f 
Squares
d f Mean
Square
F Significance
6.235 4 1.559 9.404 0.000
16.905 102 0.166
24.140 106
ESL Training and Hotel Size 
The primary research hypothesis under investigation w ithin the study was 
H I : There is no relationship between fac ility  size (i.e ., size o f a casino hotel) 
and the presence o f an ESL training program.
In  order to further investigate and test this hypothesis, a series o f statisticai analyses were 
completed.
In order to determine i f  there was an association between hotel size and die presence 
o f ESL training, as reflected in  Table 7, a Chi-square analysis was conducted and the 
results were found to be significant (X= 34.656, d f = 8, p. = .000).
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Table 5 ESL Trainine bv Hotel Size Chi-Square Comparison
Hotels w ith ESL 
Training Available
Hotels w ithout ESL 
Training Available
Hotel Categories 
1 2 3 4 5
1-200 301-600 601-900 901-1200 1201 up
Rooms Rooms Rooms Rooms Rooms
16
59.3%
11
13.9%
2 2 6 1
7.4% 7.4% 22.2% 3.7%
42 14 10 2
53.2% 17.7% 12.7% 2.5%
Total Number o f Hotels 
in  the Category
Percentage o f Hotels 
in  the Category
44 17 16
41.1% 15.9% 15.0% 2.8%
27
25.2%
In a subsequent correlation analysis, the results provided further evidence that there is 
a relationship between hotel size and the presence o f ESL training (Pearson r -  -.470, p. -  
.001).
lo  further explore the relationship between hotel size and ESL training, an ANOVA 
was conducted w ith the results shown in  Table 8. As can be observed w ithin Table 8, the 
relationship between hotel size and ESL training is signiSeant (F= 7.237, d f = 4, p. = 
.000). Hotel size was found to account fo r 5.2 percent o f the variance between those 
hotels oRering ESL training and those that did not offer ESL training.
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Table 6 ANOVA ESL Training bv Hotel Size
Sum o f Degrees o f Mean F Significance 
Squares Freedom Square
Between 5.237 4 1.309 7.4959 0.000
Grot̂ s
W ithin 17.903 102 0.176
Groups
Total
23.140 106
On the basis o f the results o f the data analyses, the research hypothesis was rejected 
1 he findings o f the study clearly provided evidence that there is a relationship 
between hotel size and the offering o f ESL training.
Nature o f ESL Training 
W ithin this section o f Chapter IV , inform ation fnovided by study participants on the 
nature o f the ESL training offered w ill be provided. According to study participants, 
when ESL training was offered, class size varied from  1 to 25 students attending each 
class, w ith a median size o f 12 students. The typical schedule was one session o f 6 to 90 
minutes per week 6)r a set period o f 5-10 weeks depending on elruis size and the wishes 
o f the facility. There was reportedly no entry or final exam offered in  relation to classes. 
Students who completed the course were presumed to have acquired the knowledge and 
skills presented. However, students were informed that they were welcome to sit in  on 
the course again or sit in  on other sections o f the course. Depending <m the time o f year— 
especially before the summer and mrgor holiday seasons, at limes there were one or more 
classes being offered during the same weeks
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As to materials and devices used w ithin training, study participants reported that 
computers were not used in  the classes to facilitate learning. (Tnly blackboards and 
Xeroxed pictures and drawings were used. As suggested by study participants, through 
the use o f these primary materials, there was less opportunity fo r problems to arise diat 
might have arisen in relation to students not feeling comfortable or fam iliar w ith the 
computer.
A diverse group o f students were most often represented as attending the ESL 
training classes. The primary language o f students who most often attended training 
included Spanish, Vietnamese, Cambodian, Tagalong, Bosnian, Russian and Chinese.
1 he text book that was used most frequently in  ESL training was reported to be the Basic 
Oxford Picture Dictionary (Cramer, M argot, 1994; Oxford University Press, NY,NY).
As reported by study participants, the time period between t k  summer o f 1997 and 
the summer o f 1999 was a period o f rapid growth. Due to the construction o f new 
facilities and expansion o f older ones, the hotel casinos were not able to recruit enough 
employees in every category and the facilities were consequently forced by circumstance 
to hire employees less qualified than they would have been under more normal and 
typical circumstances. As a consequence o f the number o f less than qualified individuals 
being higher than usual, remedial programs were a h i^  priority and various approaches 
were used lo assist casino hotels in  bringing their employees up to the level necessary for 
adequate functioning w ithin their job role. S im ilarly, as reported by study participants, 
once the economy slowed, the m ajority o f on-site ESL programs were scaled back horn 
regularly scheduled to occurring on an as needed basis or eliminated totally in  favor o f 
grade based tu ition reimbursement. A fte r September 11 ,2(X)1, as reported by study
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participants in  fbllow-np interviews, v irtua lly a ll ESL programming been curtailed as 
layoffs elim inate the demand for workers to enter the industry and upgrade their language 
skills.
Under normal circumstances, as reported by study participants, ESL students have 
expressed a preference fo r completing their ESL training at the Union fac ility  because 
they receive a certificate at the end o f the program. Students have reported that they 
value the certificate as it provides them w ith something to show prospective employees. 
However, when ESL training occurs on-site at hotel facilities, no certificates are given. 
W hile a notation may be made in the student's employee record, the employee has 
nothing to show others that indicates that he/she has completed ESL training. Students 
have reportedly been disgruntled by this situation and have repeatedly expressed the 
desire to be provided a certiGcatc for completion o f the class in  order to have something 
they can provide during future job interviews to document their success in  ESL training.
W ith respect to instructors, a handful o f casinos have permanent on-staff trEÛning 
personnel who teach ESL as part o f the ir ongoing duties. Others use contract instructors 
on an as-needed basis and one has an ongoing relationship w ith the Clark County School 
D istrict that provides an instructor and materials fo r its ongoing classes which are 
conducted on an ongoing basis on-site as an incentive to work in  the facilities o f the 
Primm area. In  most cases, classes are scheduled on a need basis or at tlx; request o f the 
workers. Also, the Clark County School D istrict is providing the ESL instructor and 
materials fo r the Culinary Workers T raining Center w ith the current instructor who has 
been there for 7 years.
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The facihties in  Primm and Jean contracted personnel from the Clark County School 
D istrict m teach ESL classes on site The use o f contracted ESL instructors who arc not 
casino employees reportedly declined greatly after the Las Vegas casino industry 
expansion slowed in 2001. In the vast m^yority o f cases, human resources or casino 
training personnel conducted on site ESL classes in those facilities that offered on-site 
classes.
As reported by study participants, those facilities offering on site ESL training usually 
had tu ition reimbursement fo r ESL class if; 1) there were not enough people to h)rm a 
class; or, 2) the hours o f the class conflicted w ith the person's work schedule. 
Kcimburscmcnt was, as reported by study participants, arranged on a pcrson-by-pcrson 
basis through human resources and/or training departments o f the facility.
On the advice o f the LVOV A , a question regarding reimbursement fo r off-site 
educational programs was dropped. The reason was that this is regarded as proprietary 
Gnancial inform ation that casinos would not give out. This advice proved to be true 
when the researcher attempted to mention the topic in  interviews w ith casino stud^ 
participants. The general result was that i f  they did not bring up the topic, they would not 
discuss it.
Post-September 11,2001
W hile not included as a part o f the study, the researcher continued to gather data 
related to casino hotel employees follow ing the tragic events o f September 11,2001. 
W hile ESL training would seem as a m inimal concern o f casino hotel employees after the 
terrorist attacks on the U.S., it  is assumed the consequences o f the attacks as they
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impacted the Las Vegas area help to tardier identity and point to the need to r ESL 
training to r non-citizen and non-English speaking employees. This is especially true in 
ligh t o f the additional reporting and responding requirements employees now have 
because o f potential terrorist attacks on targets o f opportunity such as hotels and casinos.
As a result o f September 11,2001, it has been reported that the casino hotels have 
laid o ff enough housekeepers, waiters, bellho][K, receptionists, and croupiers to populate a 
good-size town -  15,000 in a ll. The steep drop in visitors and the spike in unemployment 
after the attacks o f September 11 have leA many questioning whether boom times in Las 
Vegas are a thing o f the past. Where Las Vegas had been the nation's fastest growing 
city during the prior decade, it  is now faced w ith the largest layoffs in  the nation.
W hile casino hotel life  continues w ith in Las Vegas, it does so in  the midst o f the pain 
and suGciing o f the thousands o f laid oĜ  workers, in  near proxim ity to the strip, a giant 
tent was set up to  provide the unemployW w ith "one-stop shopping' 6>r the needy. In  
the two weeks immediately follow ing the terrorist attacks, so many unemployed found 
themselves running around the city seeking aid and assistance that the hotel workers 
union set up a tent so that workers could v is it a dozen or more agencies at one time. 
Seeking food, rent assistance, medical care, assistance w ith prescriptions and aid for 
other needs, hundreds of Las Vegans reportedly h)und themselves waiting and searching 
fo r help each morning at 7:00 am when the tent opened for business.
Most often, the laid o ff workers were those who lived from paycheck to ]%ycheck 
prior to the layoffs. As lias been reported, they were workers w ith fam ilies who had little  
le ft to spend after each paycheck and never had money available to save for down times 
such as those that have h it Las Vegas sinee the terrorist attacks. The supposed social
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safety net that existed has proven inadequate to handle the explosion o f need that 
currently exists in Las Vegas. W ith over one-half o f the 15,000 unemployed having been 
identiGed as immigrants, most are barred from access to welfare beneGts, prim arily food 
stamps, even though they have worked hard, paid taxes and done everything they needed 
to do to remain in the U.S. legally W hile predicGons suggest that the economy w ill 
eventually rebound, fo r those casino hotel workers seeking assistance, it  would appear 
that they w ill be faced w ith dealing w ith the impossible as they attempt to Gnd other 
employment and/or wait and hope for the economy to regain strength. Even though it 
cannot be said w ith a ll certainty that one's participabon in ESL training would have 
prevented a layoff̂  one can expect that ESL training would certainly have been a beneGt 
G)r those attempting to Gnd employment elsewhere or in  other sectors o f the industry.
Summary o f Findings 
Most faciliGes that oGered ESL training programs for employees were those hotels 
which were larger in  size on the basis o f number o f rooms available w ithin the facility. 
V irtually a ll employees who attended ESL training did so on their own time rather than 
during their scheduled work hours. Reimbursement was available Gar the costs o f 
training in  some cases and, in  those cases, it  was disbursed on the basis o f Goal grade 
received. Classes tended to be relabvely large w ith an average o f 12 students in  each 
class. W hile this may not seem excessive in  size, when considering that a number o f 
different languages were considered as the Grst language for those attending classes, the 
challenges faced by the instructor are selfk:vident.
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As the Gndings suggested, the casino hotels invested m inim ally into ESL training. 
Class mafcnals were provided by the d istrict school system, further decreasing the costs 
associated w ith providing ESL for casino hotel employees. W hile grades were not used 
used to make hiring, retention and bring decisions, certiGcates were given to students 
which were reportedly valued as they offered a means fo r employees seeking other 
employment to validate their training in the English language and their willingness to 
participate in such training.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
W ithin Chapter V , a summary o f the major Gndimgs o f the study w ill be provided. 
Conclusions based on these Endings w ill be olTered. Recommendations fo r future 
research w ill be addressed.
Summary o f M ajor Findings
1 he major Gndings o f the study are as follows:
1. Casino hotel size does influence whether table games are present w ithin a A c ility .
2. Casino hotel size does influence whether ESL training is offered by a faeihty fo r 
its  employees.
3. W hile casino hotels during previous periods ofkred on site ESL training, most 
now offer orr-site training w ith the Culinary Workers Union usually being the 
provider o f such ESL training.
4. The casino hotel industry relies heavily upon the local school d istrict to provide 
educational materials for ESL training.
5. ESL instructors are usually employed by the Clark County School D istrict (as in  
the case o f the union and Primm/Jean facilities) or, in a small number o f cases, 
are contracted to provide ESL training.
6. The average class size for most ESL training classes is 12 students.
84
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7. Students who attend ESL training have diverse Grst languages when entering ESL 
training.
8. Students most oAen attend ESL training on their o ff hours Gom the casino hotel 
w ith whom they are employed.
9. Reimbursements are paid fo r attending ESL training on the basis o f grade attained 
w ith in the class.
10. Whether a student passes or fa ils a class cannot be used by the casino hotel fo r 
whom the student works in  making hiring, retention or firin g  decisions.
11. Students pre&r receiving a certiGcate for compleGon o f the ESL training.
12. Casino hotels are much more like ly to oGer on site ESL training during penods in  
which the economy is strong and impaclii%  the entertainment business.
Conclusions
As the findings o f the study suggest, there is a need for the continuance o f ESL 
training. W hile it  is recognized by the researcher that currently the casino hotel industry 
is experiencing problems related to the down swing in  the economy, it  appears that m the 
future it  would be pre&rable fo r the industiy to assume a greater role in  ESL training as 
w ell as invest more in  the provision o f such training. WTnle the pnor praetiees o f hiring 
independent contractors to conduct ESP classes in the casinos on an as-needed basis has 
provided a means fo r on site training to be oGered, it  would appear that ESL training and 
the needs o f immigrant and non-English speaking employees would be better served by 
the presence o f a full-tim e, permanent ESP training program instructor. This need is 
readily apparent for those occupational areas not covered by the Culinary Workers Union
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such as security guard and landscape and maintenance personnel. W hile the training 
provided the union members is recognized as worthwhile, the content is lim ited to those 
occupational categories in  which their members work and a ll educational programs 
require union membership. Furthermore, a fu ll-tim e ESL instructor would be able to 
continue to assist and E iilow  those employees who may need addidonal language 
assistance beyond the in itia l ESL training class. It  is suggested that an educadonal center 
based on the Culinary Workers Union format be established and funded by the Las Vegas 
hotel/casino industiy to Gain those in  other non-union occupational categories.
Sim ilarly, while the local school d istrict has assisted w ith the provision o f educational 
materials for ESL training purposes, the casino industry would beneGt from fhrther 
engaging in  efforts to determine what type o f ESL training is most efiective in  providing 
students w ith a firm  grasp o f the English language and subsequently invesGng in the 
purchase o f the materials necessary to provide such Gaining. On the basis o f the Gndings 
o f the study, one can assume that the local school district, as is Gue Gir most school 
districts throughout the U.S., is overburdened w ith maintaining then own cducaGonal 
materials. One can be certain that the children o f the hotel casino industry employees are 
attending school w ith in this d istrict and the d istrict is thus faced w ith responding to the 
needs o f both non-English speaking and immigrant children arxl adults. Through the 
casino hotel industry's investment in  then own educaGonal matenals, a strong message 
would be sent to employees that then training and education in  English is valued by the 
industry. As welL a strong message would be sent to the community and the school 
d istrict that would convey a willingness on the part o f the mduslry lo invest in  both the
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community and school by purchasing its own educational materials thus Geeing up funds 
and matenals that could be better used by the school district elsewhere
As the recent consequences o f September 11 ,2001 reGect, die need w ill remain 
sGong Gn ESL Gaining. Employees need not only to perGirm their jobs, there is now the 
increased possibility that they w ill have to deal w ith previously unimagined emergencies 
related to terrorist acts. This reporting/responding Gmction should be incorporated into a ll 
employment focused ESL courses conducted by or fo r the gaming industry . Accordingly, 
not only should the curriculum be expanded to include content related to the 
report/respond funcdon, but also, a more Girmalized assessment process needs to be 
developed to determine whether the employee has sufBcient communication skills to 
perform a ll o f the requirements o f his or her job.
One obvious question is: "Why should the casino/hotel industry even consider hiring 
individuals who they know w ill need additional training in  English?" The answer, 
according to several industry executives I  spoke w id i as w ell as the planners at the Las 
Vegas Convention and V isitors' Authority, was that new immigrants as a group was the 
group most like ly  to seek and succeed at low  wage, physically demanding jobs such as 
guest room attendant. Usually, the other mrgor categories o f prospechve employees either 
did not apply or could not be employed. The speciGc examples were:
1. Retireds -retned people who move to Las V eg^ are not seeking physically 
demanding lower wage level jobs. W ith few exceptious, they do not apply for 
those jobs.
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2. Glega] Immigrants and Convicted Felons —the mandatory background checks 
involved w ith the 1AM and Sheriffs Cards virtually always eliminate these 
groups Gom employment consideraGon in  faciliGes licensed for gaming.
3. WclGuc to Work program participants — unlike typical unemployment recipients, 
people on welGue o f working age usually have special circumstances preventing 
them Gom b e ii^  reliable employees. One example is that fo r a working age man 
to receive welfare in  Nevada, the usual requirement is that he must have a 
signiBcant physical or mental im^^irment preventing normal employment- 
common examples being undergoing treatment for addicGon to conGolled 
substances or major injunes im pairing vision, hearing or movement. For many 
women, and a small but increasing number o f men, in  addition to the same issues 
just outlined fo r men, the addiGonal issue is being a single parent needing child 
care—an expensive employee beneGt that neither the gaming industry nor other 
industn^ wish to pay for.
W hile a ll unemployed persons face disadvantages in  returning to the labor market, 
those who do not speak EngUsh or who have a poor grasp o f the English lar^uage can be 
assumed to be at a greater disadvantage than those that do. ESL training i^a in  becomes 
an investment in employees as well as an investment in the community in that uIGmately 
the community is the one that w ül be placed in  the posiGon o f responding to these 
individuals when layoGs do occur.
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Recommendations
i  here remains a need for the casino hotel industiy to assume a more active role in  
assisting employees and the community w ith resolving the immigraGon barners into the 
United States fo r workers and their fam iiies. W hile it  has always been diG ieult to 
impossible &)r undocumented aliens to obtain employment in  the Las Vegas gaming 
industiy due to background checks, it  is common G)r fam ily members o f law ful 
employees to not be documented properly. An example o f this can be seen in a recent 
discussion by students at a Culinary Workers Training Center E8L in  which several 
members o f the class menGoned problems w ith the INS for their fam ilies as a m ^or 
difGculty. W ith unemployment rates in  the Las Vegas Metro area usually (but not 
currenGy) below Eve percent and usually closer lo four percent, it  makes sense lo  make it  
easier fo r new workers to enter the country to work legally and to make it  easier for the 
fam ily members o f existing workers to become legal residents w ith the ab ility to have 
gainful employment as weG. This is a long-term objecGve which should be pursued even 
in  this period o f economic downturn.
Mr. Arlys Klundt, C hief Instructor at t l^  CuGnary Workers Training Cenmr, 
confirmed that while the training provided by the Uinon was open to any member o f the 
Union, a ll o f the coursework, including the ESL training, was focused on the 
occupaGonal categones covered by union contracts. Also, he confirmed that while the 
traiinng was Gee, it  was restricted to uinon members and anyone wishing to take any 
training at the center must Grst jo in  the uinon as coursework is not available to non­
members on a Gee or luiGon paid basis. He noted lhal regardless o f the economic 
condiGon at any given Gme, graduates o f the worker's union training program were
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usually able to obtain employment after graduaGon. The current economic situaGon was 
very much the excepGon to the general rule, in  his view. W hile it  might not have been at 
the locaGon and times preferred, there was always a demand for the graduates regardless 
o f the overall economic situaGon throughout his fourteen years o f cxpencncc at the 
training center. An opinion he shared was that while the hotel gaming industry was 
suppoiGve o f short-term educaGonal programs to teach speciGc occupaGonal categones, 
it  was less enthusiasGc about long-term, non-industry speciGc language training. The 
reasons, in  his view, were that not only were such educaGonal programs not related to the 
gaming industry, but also that those individuals who signiGcanGy improved their skills 
overall tended to look outside the industry fo r other better paying occupaGons. He 
speciGcally menGoned that there was a tendency o f Spanish speakers lo look al 
employment by long-haul Gucking companies operaGng routes to and Gom Mexico under 
the terms o f NAT 1 A-The North Amenca Free Trade Agreement. He had been told by 
several students that Gucking Grms along the Mexican border were always looking for 
dnvcrs who spoke Spanish as their pnmary language and English w ell enough to function 
in  the U.S. An email commurucaGon withRoadKing Magazine, a pubGcaGon fo r 
professional truckers, resulted in  a lis t o f border region Gucking companies seeking 
dnvers w ith the attnbutes descnbed by M r. Klundt. Therefore, according to Mr. Klundt, 
it is like ly that the industry w ill only support h i^ e r level ESL GairGng i f  the employee is 
under consideraGon for, or has the potential for, career advancement in  that parGcular 
A c ility . F inally, he also noted that the industry standard was to have a new employee 
complete his or her probaGonary penod pnor lo supporting any addiGonal educaGon or 
training.
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Ms. Isabel Colon, the ESL instructor who has been teaching at the Culinary Workers 
Teaching Center for the past seven years, makes several interesting points: First, unGl 
three or four years ago, virtually a ll o f the students were speakers o f Spanish w ith the 
m ^ority being Gom Mexico. 1 he result was that a bilingual approach to the course was 
the easiest and most productive one. Since both she and the students were nahve 
speakers o f the same laiqguage, the class could shiA languages to c la ril^  d iffic u lt concepts 
and all the students could fo llow  along. CondiGons have changed signiGcanGy, however. 
Now, the students, w fiile  s till being 75 percent Spanish speakers, are increasingly 
entering the ESL course w ith oGier primary languages. Other primary languages now 
include Bosnian, Chinese, Cambodian, and Vietnamese. The percentage o f Spanish 
speaking students in  her classes continues to drop. Secondly, the leaching approach that 
is most successful has changed Gom the bilingual approach to one which can be deemed 
tru ly an ESL approach w ith extensive use o f pictures in  an English only context. There is 
no more switching back and forth Gom English to Spanish The pedagogy fo r a 
mulGplicity o f primary languages is diGkrcnt than what she has been using. 1 hird ly, w ith 
the increasing number o f diGerent pnmary languages, the ab ility o f workers to 
communicate w ith one another has become a sî iiG cant issue. Workers can on longer 
assume that i f  they are trying to communicate w ith a fellow  worker, a ll that is needed to 
be understood is to switch to Spanish. W ith diffsrent primary languages, that approach 
simply w ill not work. The result is that there is more stress associated w ith learning 
English in  order to communicate w ith customers as w ell cmnmunicating in  a work 
envGonmenl in  which teamwork and cooperaGon are essential.
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M r. Terrence Jicinsky, Manager o f Research, Tntemet and DaWiase at the Las Vegas 
ConvenGon and Visitors Authonty has several observaGons about the Las Vegas job 
market w ith respect to hotel/casinos. First, a lth o u ^ Las Vegas is rapidly growing w ith 
Gvc thousand to six thousand new residents moving in  each month, the vast m inority o f 
these new residents are not seeking employment in  the occupaGonal categones hotel 
casinos ore seeking to  A ll. Thus, the large number o f new arnvals does not translate into 
a large applicatit pool. Secondly, because the gaming industry is a pnvilege industry, it is 
w ell known that both the government and the gaming faciliGes routinely conduct 
thorough background checks. For example, anyone who works on the prenuses wh^e 
liqum  mid gaming are present must have a S heriff s Work Card (which includes an 
immigraGon status confirmaGon and crim inal background check). Anyone who sells or 
serves alcohol or works in  secunty must have a Techniques o f Alcohol Management 
(TAM ) card to be employed. T his intensive background screening process discourages 
some potenGal applicants Gom applying fo r any job in  the industry. Also, w ith 
occupancy rates remaining at or near 90 percent coupled w ith ongoing consistent growth 
in  the number o f new rooms and the expansion o f the Las Vegas McCarran A irport, it  is 
reasonable to expect that the Las Vegas hotel industiy w ill continue to grow, resulting in  
a conGnued demand fo r more people to work in the vanous capaciGes o f what is a labor 
intensive service industiy. Finally, the ongomg eGbrt to make Las Vegas an 
entertainment desGnaGon, as opposed to merely a destinaGon which has gaming, means 
that not only are w ell trained employees needed to work in  the faciliGes, they must be 
able to communicate w ith the customers well enough to ensure that Las Vegas visitors 
w ill conGnue to have a posiGve vacaGon expenence. This ab ility to communicate means
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not only understanding the words said, but also being able to respond appropriately to 
both the words and the thoughts o f co-workers and customers.
It is the view o f this researcher that there is clearly an ongoing need fo r more properly 
trained workers w ith  appropriate communication skills, fhcse programs would not exist 
i f  the industry had no need fo r their graduates. W hile M. Lî an-Hickey is correct in  her 
statement that re&im ing the immigration process would sigoifiGantly help the 
employment problems by allow ing new groups o f people to legally work in the 
occupational categories which are chronically short o f people, unfortunately, I  agree w ith 
M r. M erida's observation that while lim ited amnesties happen occasionally, a m ^or 
fundamental change in  America's immigration policy is unlikely to happen any tim e 
soon. A  belter approach would be either Ihe establishment o f another industry training 
center to supplement the efforts o f the Culinary Workers Union by training hotel 
employees in  ESL fo r occupational categories not covered by the union or the expansion 
o f existing job training e@brts by the State o f Nevada in  conjunction w ith the Las Vegas 
hotel casino industry w ith the focus once again on those occupational categories needed 
by the hotel casinos which are not covered by the union training program.
Finally, the results o f the study show that the employees in  need o f literacy training 
virtually always are at the level one learning stage w ith little  or no command o f English. 
The Culinary Workers Union Training ESL instructor, Ms. Isabel Colon described it  well 
when she indicated that w ith proper course content based on a literacy task assessment 
h)r the occupational categories involved, it  is possible to blend basic literacy training w ith 
occupational skills training in  a manner that both is inleresling and productive Ibr the 
student. This researcher concurs w ith this conclusion and suggests that the models for
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the solution to the problem most definitely exist. Tt is a matter o f recognizing the need 
and responding w ith a meaningW, well-organized plan and approach.
Finally, there is a need fo r ongoing research in  this area. W hile the casino hotel 
industry has expressed concern that employees who do w ell in  HSL training move out o f 
the industry, there is little  i f  no research to document this occurrence. Future research 
could be focused on determining the short-term and longterm  eSects o f participation in  
ESL training. S im ilarly, there is a real need to drx:ument the effectiveness o f such 
training A number o f questions are le ft unanswered. Does the training actually help 
employees on die job? I f  so, in  what speciEc ways are there improvements noted? Does 
the training impact employees attitudes about their work? Do they feel more self- 
confident and beher pre^^ed to fu lfill the functions o f their job w ith a better 
understanding o f the English language? What types o f educational materials do 
employes best learn with? What is the impact o f attempting to conduct ESL training 
w ith a class in  which multi-languages are represented as the hrst language o f students? 
Under what conditions do students leam best? By addressing such questions through 
research, the findings can be used to help structure ESL training as it  moves into the 2E ' 
century while providing the casino industry w ith directions A ir its future investment in  
ESL should it  so decide to do so.
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Wlxmed Consent
Universî  of Nevada, Las V%as
Department o f Cnmcuhmi and Instmction
I am Craig Hennann, a doctoral student at die Uhivermty of Nevada, Las Vegas in the 
Dq)artment of Curriculum and Instruction.
I am requesting your participation in a researdi project on English as a Second Laî uage and/or 
English 5)r a SpeciGc Purpose programs of&red by y<mr Adlity to your arqtlpyees. The purpose 
of this researdr is to devd*^ aplamdng dakbase for planning so 6at d« ongoing needs of 
hotd/casinos for 6e education and training of dteir employees in the English language can be 
determined. The mqtected time o f your particqiatitm is qqnoximately twelve minutes.
Your participation w ill be limited to aiKwering sevaal survey queaions coverir^ the English 
language educational programs ofGaeddirecdy by or arranged by and paid fin by your Acilily.
The potential rides and discomArts associated widi the researdi are minima] with a loss of a few 
minutes being the only cost to the suhgect. T k  pqwrlation to be surv^ed is the groiq) of human 
resource directors of Âe casino/hotds. No children or members of other vulr^able populations 
are irwolved in any w«y.
The beneGts Gmn this research w ill be the oeation o f a statistical database available to any 
particq)8tmg6dlî  for educational planning purposes. By participating, you w ill be adding to 
the geierd body o f knowledge on this subjecL
You will receive no conqiensation 5 *  your time q)eat in this study.
Your participation is cmnpletdy voluntary and your anonymity wiH be protected through die use 
of aggregate statistical reportiog. AUrecordswillberelainedfbraperiodofthreeyearsina 
safety in a locked filing cabinet at the Dept, of Curriculum and InstructioiL
For questions r%arding this research study, you may contact me at Craig Hamaim 917-421- 
8364. If  you have questimis regarding the rights of research subjects, please contact the UNLV 
OfBce fm the Protection of Researdi Subjects at 702-895-2794.
Your participation is conqiletdy voluntary. You m iy withdraw for particqiating at any time 
during the stiK^.
By signing bdow, you are admowledging your receipt and understanding of this information 
Hoarding the study and agree to particqiate. You w ill be given a copy of this form.
Signature of Participant Date
Signature o f Researcher Date
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Informed Consent for Use in  Telephone Interviews
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Department o f Curriculum and Instruction
I am Craig Hermann, a doctoral student at the U niversî  o f Nevada, Las Vegas in the 
Department o f Curriculum and Instruction.
I  am requesting your participation in a research project on English as a Second Language 
and/or English for a SpeciSc Purpose programs oGered by your A c ility  to your 
employees. The purpose o f this research is to develop a planning database for planning so 
that the ongoing needs o f hotel casinos for die education and training o f Iheir employees 
in the English language can be determined. The expected time o f your participation is 
^ro x im a te ly  twelve minutes.
Your participation w ill be lim ited to answering several survey questions covering the 
English language educational programs ofkred directly by or arranged by and paid for by 
your A cility.
The potential risks and discomforts associated w ith the research are minimal with a loss 
o f a few minutes being the only cost to the subject, The population to be surveyed is the 
groig) o f human resource directors o f the casino/hotels. N̂ o children or members o f other 
vulnerable populations are involved in any way.
The benefits 6om this research w ill be the creation o f a statistical database available to 
any participating facility for educational planning purposes. By participating, you w ill be 
adding to the general body o f knowledge on this subject
You w ill receive no compensation for your time spent in  this study.
Your participation is completely voluntary and your anonymity w ill be protected th rou^ 
the use o f aggregate statistical reporting. A ll records w ill be retained for a period o f three 
years in  a safety in  a locked Gling cabinet at the Dept o f Curriculum and Iristruction.
For questions regarding this research study, you may contact me at Craig Hermaim 917- 
421-8364. I f  you have questions regarding the rights o f research subjects, please contact 
the UNLV OfGce for the Protection o f Research Subjects at 702-895-2794.
Your participation is voluntary. You may withdraw at any time by hanging up. Thank 
you for your assistance.
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Report Form, Page 1
INTERVIEWER'S QUESTIONNAIRE AND REPORT FORM 
LAS VEGAS CASINO ESL.TEACHING SURVEY
Name o f Casino:  Contact Person_________
Do you offer English as a Second Language training to your employees?
Y N
Check all that apply:
ESL training is given to employees during company paid time at the casino.__
ESL training is given to employees during company paid time at a different 
location.____
ESL training is given to employees on the premises during time for which the 
employee is not being paid.___
ESL training is given to employees off the premises during time for which the 
employee is not being paid.___
(Arrangements other than those listed above will be specified in the 
“comments” section at the end o f this report form.)
Training is conducted on an individual basis . On a class basis.__
Other, specify:_________________
How many students are in a typical class?______
How many weeks does a typical student attend training?
How many times per week does a typical class meet? For how long?
How is it determined when a student has had enough training?______
How many times per year are class cycles conducted?_____
Do students use computers as part o f their laiigqq^e [raining? Y N
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Report Form, Page 2 
I f  computers are used, what percentage o f overall course time do students
use them?_______ Is there one computer per student? Y N
Please specify any other equipment regularly used in the training:___________
Does the casino provide this equipment? Y N
Is a specific textbook used for the training? Y N If so, which one? Please
specify:_________________________________________________
Please specify course content: Conversational English only.__________
Conversational English and writing.__________Other:
Is successful completion o f the training a condition of continued employment?
Y N
Is there a formal evaluation of the student at the beginning and/or end of the 
training? Y N If so, please specify what kind;_____________________
What are the three most common primary languages the students speak? Specific
1.)______________ 2.)______________ 3.)_____________
Which departments in your facility provide the most students?
1.)  2 .)_________________________
3.)_____________________  4.)_
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Report Form, Page 3 
Are the faculty regular, fu ll time employees o f the casino? Y N
I f  not, are they part time casino employees? Y N__
Independent contractors? Y N
If  the Giculty members do not work for the casino, who provides and pays for
them? Specify:_______________________________________________
COMMENTS
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LAS VEGAS CASINO HOTELS
Aladdin Resort Casino 
Alexis Park Resort and Spa 
AmeriSinles
Arizona Charlie's East Hotel and Casino 
Arizona Charlie's Hotel and Casino 
D aily's Las Vegas 
Barbary Coast Hotel and Casino 
Bellagio
Best Western M ardi Gras Inn
B inion's Horseshoe
Boardwalk Casino -  Holiday Inn
Boulder Station Hotel-Casino
Bourbon Street Hotel
Caesars Palace
California Hotel and Casino
Castaways Hotel, Casino and Bowling Center
Circus Circus Hotel, Casino and Tbeme Park
Convention Center D rive Hotel
Courtyard Henderson Green Valley
Courtyard Las Vegas
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I l l
Courtyard Summerlin 
Crovme Plaza 
Doubletree Club Hotel 
E l Cortez Hotel and Casino 
Embassy Suites A irport 
Embassy Suites Convention Center 
Emerald Springs Holiday Inn 
Excalibur Hotel and Casino 
Fairfield Inn Las Vegas/Airport 
Fiesta Casino Hotel 
Fitzgerald's Casino and Holiday Inn 
Flamingo Las Vegas 
Four Queens Hotel and Casino 
Four Seasons Hotel Las Vegas 
Fremont Hotel and Casino 
Gold Coast Hotel and Casino 
Gold Spike Hotel and Casino 
Golden Gate Hotel and Casino 
Golden Nugget 
Hacienda Hotel and Casino 
Hampton Inn Las Vegas 
Hampton Inn Tropicana 
Hard Rock Hotel and Casino
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Harrah's Las Vegas Hotel and Casino 
Hawihome inn and Suites -  Fort Apache 
Hawthorne Inn and Suites -  Henderson 
Hawthorne Inn and Suites — Valley View 
Hawthorn Suites Las Vegas 
Hotel San Remo
Hyatt Regency Lake Las Vegas Resort
Imperial Palace Hotel and Casino
Key Largo Casino at the Quality Inn
Klondike Inn Hotel and Casino
La Quinta Inn and Suites Northwest Tech Center
La Quinta iim  by the Convention Center
Lady Luck Casiim and Hotel
Las Vegas Club Hotel and Casino
Las Vegas H ilton
Las Vegas M arriott Suites
Luxor Hotel and Casino
Main Street Station, Brewery and Hotel
Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino
Maxim Hotel and Casino
MGM Grand Hotel and Casino
Mirage, The
Monte Carlo Resort and Casino
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Nevada Hotel
Nevada Palace Hotel Casino 
New Fronder, The
New York-New York Hotel and Casino
Orleans Hotel and Casino
Palæe Stadon Hotel Casino
Paris Tas Vegas
Plaza Hotel and Casino
Polo Towers
Railroad Pass Hotel and Casino
Regent Las Vegas
Reserve Hotel and Casino
Residence Inn Henderson üreen Valley
Residence Inn Las Vegas Convendon Center
Residence Inn Las Vegas H u^es Center
Rio A ll-Suite Casino Resort
R iviera Hotel and Casino
Royal Hotel and Casino
Sahara Hotel and Casino
San s Town Hotel and Gambling Hall
Santa b e Hotel and Casino
Silverton Hotel and Casino
St. iropez A ll Suite Hotel
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Stardust Resort and Casino 
Stratosphere Tower Hotel and Casino 
Suncoast Hotel and Casino 
Sunset Station Hotel-Casino 
Terrible's Hotel and Casino 
Texas Station Gambling H all and Hotel 
Treasure Island at the Mirage 
Tropicana Resort and Casino 
Vacation V illage Hotel and Casino 
Venetian Resort -  Hotel -  Casino 
Westward Ho Hotel and Casino 
W ild W ild West Hotel and Gambling Hall 
W orld Trade Center Hotel 
BuGalo B ills  Resort and Casino 
Gold Strike Hotel and Gambling H all 
Nevada Landing Hotel and Casino 
Phimm Valley Resort and Casino 
Whiskey Pete's Hotel and Casino
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Description o f Study 
Subjects
The people to be contacted during the course o f this research are the human resource 
directors o f ÛK casino/hotels in  C lark County which offer English as a Second Language 
(ESL) or English as a Foreign Language (ESP) courses to their employees. No students 
w ill be identihed. fa c ilitie s  w ill only be identified as being in  a speciSc mathematical 
bed range such as: a fa e ili^  having between 800 and 900 beds w ithin Clark County, 
Nevada. There w ill be no payment for participation and the casino, not the researcher, 
w ill determine the appaopriate individual to speak w ith. There are no vulnerable 
populations involved and the researcher is selecting the facilities, not the individuals to be 
interviewed w ithin the h icilities.
Purposes, Methods and Procedures
The purpose o f this research is to determine which casinos are oGering what types o f 
ESL or ESP programs to their employees. (The reason casinos are doing this is that the 
ongoing declining unemployment rate coupled w ith an increasing number o f new large 
facihties being opened has forced the facihties to recruit employees horn the growing 
pool o f non-English speaking immigrants.)
Prelim inaty research reveals that the larger the facility  in terms o f number o f rooms, 
the more like ly it  is to have an ESL/ESP program. As facilities go down in  size, they are 
less like ly to have programs. Therefore, the plan is to contact by telephone the human 
resources departments o f a ll casino hotels w ith over 1000 rooms in  Las Vegas
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metropolitan area to determine which offer ESL or ESP programs. A ll those which 
indicate that they have a course or program w ill be personally visited by the researcher 
who w ill conduct an in-person inkrview  to complete the survey. Next, the process w ill 
be repeated for a ll facilities w ith in the 900 to 999 room range. When a range o f 100 
rooms is found w ith no courses or programs, the process w ill end. The end result w ill be 
a listing o f hotels offering courses or programs and the details o f their oGeiing^.
The reason fo r the in-person contact is that the researcher believes that in-person 
interviews are more like ly to be effective than any impersonal m ail or &xed request to f ill 
out and return a completed harm. Any fac ility  wishing to receive a copy o f the Gnal 
report may do so. Also, copies o f the Gnal report w ill be given to the researcher's faculty 
advisor. Dr. Tom Bean and the Research Department o f the Las Vegas Convention and 
V isitors Authority. The survey forms completed by the researcher w ill not be released 
and any data, including case studies, w ill not ide n tic  the specific casinos involved, f  This 
is because several & cilities indicated that not only did they have policies prohibiting 
rcvcahng any Gnancial data—^including the cost o f the courses or [nograms—but also, 
that they would not participate in  any survey in which the 6 c ility  was speciGcally 
identiGed.) As a result, the only iden ti^ing  charactenstic w ill be the range o f rooms in  
which the fac ility  Gts by size such as: "a casino hotel in the 900 to 999 hotel room range 
has a program which .. ".
BeneGts
This project is designed to be a planning tool. Based on the results, it  is possible that 
proposals could be developed for UNLV and/or CCSN to provide needed services to  the
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employees o f the casinos. It is also possible that other Las Vegas gaming facilities which 
do not currently o8er courses or programs to the ir employees m ight take advantage o f 
courses or programs sponsored and/or conducted by other casinos in  a cooperative 
fashion, fhc idea is tW  an increasing demand for employees w ith acceptable English 
language skills w ill continue m create an increasing demand fo r educational progmms to 
ensure that casino/hotel employees are able not only to per&rm their jobs acceptably; but 
also, to ensure that any and a ll customer—employee interactions result in customer 
satis&ction as opposed to communication failures and misunderstandings. The overall 
benefit w ill be better educated employees being able to perform their Jobs better than 
before
Risk-Benefit Ratio
Considering that at no time are either the 6 c ilitie s  or students identified, 1 am unable 
to ide n tic  any risks. The beneGts were described in  the previous section.
Costs to Subjects
None
Informed Consent
The proposed consent form is attached. Because the researcher, Craig Hermann, w ill 
be the only individual contacting the casino/hotels, it  is anticipated that the forms w ill be 
signed at the bcginniag o f the personal interview w ith the casino/hotel ofReial involved.
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Mr. Hermann w ill retain a ll of the completed consent forms in a safety deposit lx)x until 
authorized to destroy them.
Informed Consent-Spouses and Children 
No dependents are involved in  this research, ft pertains only to employees. In  the 
unlikely event that dependents o f employees are allowed to attend classes conducted or 
sponsored by the casino/hotels involved, no data o f any kind would be collected 
regarding them and they would not be included in  any numerical counts o f students.
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U N IV t ’H S rT Y  OF r4E.‘VAC3A L A *  \/E
DATE: March 1, 2000
TO: Craig Hermann
M/S 3005
FROM: Kerry Green, Sponsored Programs Coordinator
Office of Sponsored Programs (XI357)
RE; Status of Project Involving Human Subject
Protocol Title: Workforce Education: ESL Training in Las Vegas
Casino/Hotels
Advisor: T. Bean
OSP Number: 31 Is0499-020e
The protocol for the project referenced above was reviewed by the UNLV Institutional Review 
Board in April of 1999. The protocol was approved for a period of one year from the date of that 
approval notification.
According to Federal regulations, approvals may be given for a one year duration. If the project is 
still active. Le., interaction, with human subjects still being conducted, then the investigator must 
notify the Office of Sponsored Piogiams. If  all interaction with human subjects is complete on the 
project, no notification is necessary.
Please submit to our office through your advisor a written request to extend your research project 
In your memo please indicate whether there is a change or no change in your protocol. I f  there is
a change in your protocol, i.e., research methods or procedures or subjects, please resubmit a 
protocol to this office for review.
If we do not receive any notification by way of memorandum requesting an extension of your 
protocol, then we will assume that the project is completed. Please submit your memo and/or 
protocol to our office as soon as possible (M/S 1037). Please reference the i 
and the OSP number when submitting your memorandum.
If you have any questions regarding the above, please contact our office at Ext. 1357. 
cc: OS? File
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U N IV E R S I T Y  OF NEVADA LAS VEGAS
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:
March 23, 2000
Craig Hermann 
Curriculum and Instruction 
M/S 3005
—
Dr. William Schulze, Director 
Office of Sponsored Programs (xl357)
Status of Human Subject Protocol Entitled:
“Workforce Education: ESL Training in Las Vegas Casino/Hotels’"
Yr. 1 -  OSP #31 ls0499-020e 
Yr.2-OSP#311s0300-256
Your extension request for a period of one year for the subject protocol has been received 
and processed in our office. This protocol is approved for a continuation period of one 
year from the date shown above and work on the project may continue.
Should the use of human subjects described in this protocol continue beyond a year from 
the date of this notification, it will be necessary to request an additional extension.
If you have any questions regarding this approval, please contact the Office of Sponsored 
Programs at 895-1357.
cc: OSP File
Office of Sponsored Programs 
4505 Maryland Parkway ® Box 451037 ® Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-1037 
(702) 895-1357 '  FAX (702) 8 9 5^24 2
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:
Maich 9,2001
Cndg Hermann
Curriculum & Instruction 
M/S 3001
Tina M . Wlninge^
Human PmtectioiisrAdministrator
Office for the Protection of Research Subjects (x2794)
Status o f Human Subject Protocol Entitled:
"Workforce Education: ESL Training in Las Vegas Casino/Hotels"
'year OPRS#311s0499-020e 
" year OPRS #31 ls0300-256 
'year OPRS#311s0301-269
Your request for an extension of the subject protocol has been received and processed in 
our office, and work on the ixpject may continue.
Should tilt rse of human subjects described in this protocol continue beyond a year from
the date of this notification, it will be necessary to request an extension.
If you have any questions regarding this approval, please contact the Office for the
Protection of Research Subjects at 895-2794.
cc: OPRS File
Office for the Protection of Research Subiects
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